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• 20,000 march, Edinburgh sends 36 

Demo success 

by Kirsty Cruickshank 

The long-running student anti
loans campaign intensified at the 
weekend with between 12,000 and 
25,000 students congregating in 
London for a national NUS 
demonstration. Coaches arrived 
from as far away as Scotland, 
NortlJern Ireland and Wales, 
bringing the demonstrators to the 
capital. 

Edinburgh University Stu
dents' Association managed to 
muster 36 students for the 
weekend in London , including 
EUSA sabbaticals lain Catto, 
David Duncan and President 
Cathy Presland , who told Student 
that she thought it was "a good 
turnout as it involved quite an 
effort to get people involved for a 
Whole weekend" . 

_The "bargain" £7.50 return 
tnp , including accommodation , 
did not seem to appeal , however, 

to many of Edinburgh's 10,000 
students. 

Nevertheless, although the sup
port may not have been there in 
number , the small band of Edin
burgh students were in good 
spirits despite this . Carrying an 
enormous banner , which was con
tinually threatened by the wind , 
they took their place near the 
front of the march. 

Leaving County Hall , 
Westminster, at noon, the march 
began , proceeding over 
Westminster Bridge, up 
Whitehall , past Traflagar Square 
and along Piccadilly, before 
finally descending in large num
bers to a rally in Hyde Park . Over
all , the march proved to be peace
ful with only minor skirmishes 
with police, opposite Downing 
Street, when 15 people were 
arrested. NUS Scotland President 
Pauline McNeill told Student that 

Reluctant pay deal 
acceptance 

The lecturers ' union, the 
~ssociation of University 

eachers, voted on Sunday to 
accept the pay offer made last 
Week , offering university teachers 
~ l6 per cent pay increase back-
ated to December and a further 7 

Per cent in March 1988 - bas'!d 
on •9 h 1 85 pay levels. The union 
y ave accepted the complex two
e~r pay offer under protest. 

p Peaking to Student , Professor 
b eter . Vandome, head of Edin-
0Urgh University's Economics 
A.~artrnent and President of the 
sa· T branch at th<;> University, 
"bid that the offer was accepted , 

Ut reluctantly , and recognising 

that it was disadvantageous to cer
tain groups of staff- particularly 
academic-related staff such as lib
rarians". 

Professor Vandome went on to 
say that it was recognist<d that 
there would now have to be some 
hard negotiation at local level 
over the implementation of the 
pay award, and expressed concern 
over the prospects for a satisfac
tory settlement of the next round 
of pay negotiations in Apri l of 
next year. 

He said that the union recog
nised that there may be need to be 
further action later , and a sus
tained campaign on the 1988 set
tlement. 

the behaviour of the students was 
"very good, since the re were over 
25 ,000 marching". The first 
speaker at the Hyde Park rally 
was John Mulhoney, who ente r
tained the crowds with a Ben 
Elton- like performance accom
panied by his accordion , and a 
substantial amount of political 
wisecracks . 

Following Mulhoney was 
Frances · Morrell , chairperson of 
the Inner London Education 
Authority (ILEA), who was heck
led by a group of Socialist Worker 
students after proclaiming " ... a 
future Labour government would 
restore grants to their former 
status". 

From then on the constant 
stream of speakers including rep
resentatives from Birmingham, 
Manchester, Sussex, France , and 
the trade union NUPE, became 
increasingly boring and monoton-

Photo: David Tripp 
ous, provoking students to discard 
their red armbands which they 
wore as a symbol of debt , and t ake 
off for the brighter lights o f Lon
don . 

Cathy Presland , President of 
EUSA , later commented that the 
speakers "fail ed to inspire the 
crowds with anytbing new" , 
adding "they hammered home too 
much on well-known issues". She 
said that "it was a loud state 
because it became repetitive and 
lost its seriousness" . 

Pauline McNeil added that the 
NUS were " very , very pleased 
with the overall turnout" , since it 
was "a large and extremely dif
ficult operation to mobilise". 

"The march ," she went on, "re- · 
ceived excellent media coverage 
- which showed a positive image 
of concern by students on issues 
which would affect not on ly them 
but students of the future ." 

Tory Budget row 
by Sophie Peterson 

Last week, the Edinburgh Uni
versity Conservative Association 
lodged an application for an 
an nual Societies' grant of £648.43 , 
to include funds to campaign 
against the policies of the Stu
dents' Representative Council 
(SRC), in an attempt to coun
teract what the Tory Club see as 
·' left-wing propaganda". 

In the club's written request , it 
was sa id that the extra grant was 
needed to "inform the moral 
majority at this University, who 
are opposed to the left-wing domi
nated SRC, and unsympathetic to 
the plethora of publicity gener
ated by the left of centre 
societies". 

The grant awarded to the club 
by the Societies' Disbursement 
Committee was set at £267, sub
stantially up from last year's £34, 
with the condition attached that 
the money used for publicity was 
not spent directly on campaigning 
against the SRC-which enjoys a 
statutory right to represent stu
dents under the Universities 
(Scotland) Acts. 

However , one of the club's 
campaigns for the summer is to be 
the Campaign for a Community 
Charge-a po licy opposite to that 
of the SRC. 

The Treasurer of EUSA , D avid 
Duncan, explained how the SRC 
was " not party political but rep-
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to introducing an allowance for 16 
to 19-year-olds still in education. 

Owen Dudley Edwards , the 
well-known Reader in History at 
the University , gave an eloquent , 
entertaining and stirring attack on 
the Government. " It is a great 
privilege," he said , "to be teach
ing you , learning from you , being 
here with you. " He pointed out 
that it was s commonplace thing 
that governments occasionally got 
into power and that it was also 
commonplace, with an election 
which was coming, for a govern
ment to promise anything , "in
cluding its son's hand in mar
riage" . Governments in power, he 
told us , were different. 

"All governments ," he said , 
"have their neanderthals , and ii 
you say 'club 'em, beat 'em , hang 
'em', all for law and order. " The 
neanderthals go into orgies on the 
floor and beat people into voting 
for them. " 

"This '" he said was a war on 
intellect~als , ·a w; r on indepen
dence and a war on truth ... this 
is a govenrme11t showing it detests 
knowledge ." 

He said that we could either 
choose to do the work of the Uni
versity which was to think or ~·you 
may choose to be sheep - high 
sheep with fast cars , dubious 
finances and messy sex lives". 

Twenty-four hours of action: Bottom -on the march; centre Jeff- cramming in for Politics I; right-occu
pation slumber; top- waiting for the free sandwiches. Photos: Tiddy Maitland-Titterton and Phil Hulme. 

Night of 
unrest 
by Miranda Chitty 
and Anjali Dholakia 

T hursday night saw the cu1 m·. 
nat ion of EUS~'s Day of Actio~ 
wtth the overnight occupation of 
New College. One hundred and 
fifty students, roused by the final 
speech of Alastair Darling 
moved from the rally in the quad 
into the Divinity Faculty build
ings . 

Tea was fo llowed 
by more speeches from some of 
the city's political representatives. 

At 10.30 pm , 300 students 
packed the main room under 
occupation to watch the banned 
BBC Television Zircon documen
tary made by Duncan Campbell. 
Afterwards , informal discussions 
about future student action con
tinued far into the night, with 
others opting to watch videos, or 
play the games Trivial Pursuits 
and Scruples. 

Taking account of suggestions 
and proposals during the discus
sions, Claire McLintock, EUSA 
Deputy President , outlined plans 
for the future . As a result a work
ing party of about one hundred 
students have volunteered to 
embark on a poster , sticker and 
leaflet campaign promoting the 
next event , an NUS demonstra
tion on March Sth . 

One hundred or more students 
occupied the building until the 
next morning and the EUSA sab
batica ls declared that the event 
had been a tremendous success. 

He said that it was a question of 
advancing human nature and one 
of "showing you can stand up to 
the Government , showing that 
you are not sheep and will not be 
frightened by dirty sheepdogs, 
such as Norman Tebbit". We 
must show, he said , that we were 
prepared to "fight for the life of 
the man and woman , and not be 
reduced to the life of the beast -
who alone can be relied on to vote 
for them. " 

EUSA hits the 
headlines 

Packed political protest 

by Gillian Drummond 

The Students' Association's 
aim of attracting media attention 
for the Day of Action were 
granted last Thursday with the 
arrival of reporters , photo
graphers and television cameras. 

As well as gaining radio and 
television slots throughout Thurs
day , "Day Zero"was also the sub
ject of various newspaper articles , 
both locally and nationally . How
ever , as expected , it was the 
novelty "cram-ins" which 
attracted most of the media 
interest. 

Thursday's edition of BBC's 
Reporting Scotland highlighted 
the morning cram-in at King's 
Buildings, with the familiar face 
of Rector Archie McPherson 
gracing the screen. Radio Forth 
and Thursday's lunchtime BBC 
Scottish News also mentioned the 
day's events . 

Among newspapers, Thurs
day's edition of the Evening News 
was the first to highlight the 
action, again focusing on the KB 
cram-in. Friday's Scotsman gave 
student action a large lead story 
on page three and included a 
photograph of students at the rally 
in the New College quad. How
ever, thi story gave a more gen
eral account of student action 
through~ut Scotland, most of 
which was connected to the 

National Union of Students' ral-
. lies and occupations. The Times 
Higher Education Supplement on 
Friday also included a short piece 
on Edinburgh University, again 
placing emphasis on the cram-ins. 

Within the University itself 
there was mixed reaction. EUSA 
Treasurer David Duncan claimed 
that the day's events had been suc
cessful in raising awareness as well 
as gaining publicity ; the day had 
"opened up new ground among 
students themselves ," he said. 

Despite earlier concern within 
the Divinity Faculty over the use 
of New College for the occupa
tion, SRC Divinity Faculty Rep
resentative David McAdam com
mented on the good behaviour of 
those students who stayed over
night. But , speaking of Thurs
day's publicity he added: "Our 
original reservations were jus
tified in that the occupation did 
not add anything to media 
interest ." 

This view was also expressed by 
a number of those students 
attending the all night occupation . 
A number of those present felt 
that little or no interest had been 
paid to the occupation by the 
media, and that it did not achieve 
a great deal. The EUSA sabbati
cals however , defended the con
cept of the occupation as another 
important dimension of the Day 
of Action. . 

by Graeme Wilson 
The Politics I lecture in the Wil

liam Robinson Building at 3 
o'clock played host to what was 
probably one of the most success
ful protests on Thursday - the 
"Cram-In ." 

The 600-700 people who 
packed Room 8 were asked by 
Claire McLintock , the Deputy 
President of EUSA , at the start to 
respect the lecturer, Mr Jeremy 
Waldron 's request that there 
should be no disturbance during 
his lecture. The only protest to 
Miss McLintock's appeal was voi
ced by Andrew Grey, a member 
of the Revolutionary Communist 
party , whose idea that the protest 
should be more vocal was met 
with derisory jeers from his com
rades. 

With that Mr Waldron made his 
entrance through a side door to a 
spontaneous round of applause 
from the assembled students , and 

along with the fl ashes of the sev
eral ne~spaper cameras, the occa
sion assumed an aura of showbus
iness . 

He then embarked on his lec
ture which dealt with objections 
to political participation : "No 
insult intended ," he assured us. 
Aside from revelation that he 
himself had met his girlfriend 
while occupying the Vice-Chan
cellor's broom cupboard, the lec
ture continued as normal. Much 
of the material he referred to was 
appropriate to the context in 
which it was said , for he alluded to 
Rosseau's idea that political par
ticipation was a duty, as well as 
trying to explain the rea lity of the 
majo rity's apath y which normall y 
means only the activist elite will 
take up the reigns of politica l 
power. 

At the lectures end Miss 
McLintock reminded the students 
that education was being "At-

Extra fifty at KB cram in 
by Elaine Logue 

The· EUSA Day of Action 
started fairly disappointingly with 
fewer students than hoped for tak
ing part in the King's Buildings 
"cram in" . Only 200 attended the 
Maths 20 lecture , which normally 
contains 150, despite the added 
attractions of the television 
cameras, Archie MacPherson and 
EUSA Deputy President Claire 
McLintock. 

Ms McLintock said that 
EUSA's aim was to create an 

interest in the Government's pre
sent attack on the education sstem 
and she was glad that SO extra 
people had enough motivation to · 
take part. However, the majority 
of King's Buildings students 
appeared to be totally indifferent 
to the demonstration . 

The poor turn out le d the BBC 
Television cameraman to request 
that everyone move to one side of 
the room to give the impression 
that it was full , and thereby 
improve the impact of hi_s pie-

tacked on every side and that such 
protest was necessary to being the 
public's attention to the prob· 
lem." The media coverage that 
.Edinburgh University had 
received that day on TV, radio 
and in the newspapers was the 
tangible result of action like the 
"Cram-In." Yet she went on to 
say that such protest must con· 
tinue and stressed that students 
should also vote wisely in the next 
General Election in order to 
safeguard their interests. h 

Mr Waldron said later that e 
sympathi sed with the statemen~s 
of the Deputy:President , but fe t 
the proposed Loans Scheme was a 

· How· complex topic of discussion. b 
ever he was very impressed Y 
both the tu rn-out and behaviou~ 
at the "Cram-In "and appJaude 

' cttC EUSA on their use of a ta e 
which in hi s view, was much mor 
effecti~e than boycotting lectures. 

h gave 
tures. Doctor Davie, w 0 bJic· 
the lecture, felt that lack of pu for 
ity around KB was to bJam_e nee 
the small response from scie 

students. fter the 
Mr MacPherson spoke a, crea· 

lecture and praised E U_SA: ainst 
tive methods of protesung ~uca· 
damaging trends m htghe~ duca· 
tion . He said , "The tssueo e g an 
lion often disappears. ~u~n to us 
election campaign and 11 ,~ h~Ppen 
to ensure that this doesn 
again." 



Shirley Williams slams· 
government policy 
by Anjali Dholakia 

on Sunday, Mrs Shirley Wil
liams, President of the SDP, told 
the final session of the SD P's Scot· 
tish Consultative Assembly that, 
''the higher education system, 
until recently the finest in the 
world , is crumbling, with univer· 
sities like Aberdeen threatened 
with bankruptcy or closure". 

Mrs Williams, addressing the 
Assembly in Aberdeen , accused 
the Government of selling off the 
country's assets and being more 
concerned with buying votes than 
investing in Britain's future. Mrs 
Thatcher, she said is unable to 
understand that " intellectual 
excellence is the seedbed of new 
ideas, new services and new pro
ducts". 

She made the point that 
in 1981 Aberdeen has lost 140 
academic staff because of cut
backs. She said that it made no 
sense to think of closing the Mod
ern Languages Department at 
Dundee, as had been threatened 
recently , who are facing a ,.....(:,. 7 
per cent drop in their grant by 
1990. 
Aberdeen and Dundee Univer· 
sities are. not the only 
Scottish universltles to be 
adversely affected by UGC grant 
proposals. By 1990 Stirling can 
only expect a 2. 7 per cent increase 
in their grant and as reported last · 
week in Student, assuming the 
current proposals are adopted , 
Edinburgh could be facing a debt 
of £4.31 million by the end of the 
decade. 

Shirley Williams: large-scale 

Mrs Williams then turned to the 
fact that "we are now the largest 
exporter of highly qualified 
graduates to the US in the world" . 

Ironically, this speech came the 
day before Allied Dunbar, a Lon
don-based assurance company, 
announced that it had received a 
record number of replies to adver· 

"tisements it placed in the Times 
Higher Education Supplement 
from academics who wished to 
work in other fields. They cited 

thoughts on the bigger picture. 

the example of a music teacher 
who was receiving £9,000 in 1983 
and now received £27,000 in her 
employment outside the educa· 
ti on system. 

Mrs Williams believes, how
ever, that it is not just because of 
money that academics are leaving 
the profession. "They are leaving 
because the Government doesn't 
value their commitment, respect 
their work , or offer hope for the 
future." 

Lack of research cash 
·by Elaine Logue 

Edinburgh University is finding 
difficulty in affording new 

·research projects as the high over· 
: head costs which they produce are 
. not adequately met from Govern
. ment grants . As a result , the Uni
versity has had to find an average 
of £200,000 per year since 1981 
with which to pay the added costs 
of successful research causes, such 
as extended library facilities and 
secretarial services. 

The issue of research funding is 
currently being debated in the 
House of Lords, and the Commit
tee of Vice-Chancellors and Prin· 
cipals are concerned that the 
AL VEY project tq promote co
operation between industry and 
university research is being run 

down and replaced by the · sim.i· 
larly funded LINK project. • 

Mr Ted Nield of the CVCP said 
·that overheads were often more 
costly than the research itself." 
However, the CVCP acknow
ledge that programmes such as 
.ALVEY can also aid universities . 
Indeed, Edinburgh alone has 
received around £1.8 million of 
equipment from the scheme, and 
thus should be further enhanced ii 
funding can be reorg~nised . 

Mr Nield said the CVCP were 
also pressing for increased 
resources for research in general. 
Both the CVCP and Science and 
Education Research Council 
agree that at least £25 million is 
needed immediately in order to 
keep research at present levels. 

Drunk·on charity 
by Joanne Moody 

On Wednesday of last week 15 
freshers got smashed for charity. 
The group call themselves the 
Stoned Crows and are actually an 
intra-mural rugby team . 

The team, backed by the Edin· 
burgh Students' Charities Appeal 
(ESCA) , embarked on a pub 
crawl in aid of PHAB - a society 
who aim to integrate the physi-
cally handicapped into the com- ._ ______ ..;. ____ _.. 

munity through social clubs, holi
days etc., in which the physically 
handicapped and the able-bodied 
take part on an equal basis. 

An estimated £500 was raised in 
total , with a "valiant" £73 being 
the highest individual collection 
by· Daniel Fu, the group's 

organiser. The Crows also sold 
University rag mags along the 
way, raising an additional £60. 

One member was a bit too 
emhusiastic about the drinking 
side of the pub crawl: Robin Ves
tey was sick three times outside 
The Malt Shovel public house. 

More for GM 
by Graeme W.ilson areas". 

Psychic anniversary 
Only one more motion has been 

proposed to the General Meeting 
on 26th February. It opposes the 
cuts which are taking place in sci
entific research and protests 
about the fact that half of the 
resources for research are spent 
on mil itary research and develop
ment . It calls for the meeting to 
support the "Save British Sci
ence" campaign, to complain to 
Kenneth Baker, and to run an 
article on the cuts in Midweek. 

However, there have also been 
a number of amendments. It has 
been proposed that certain 
phrases from the Welfare Services 
motion agains.t education cuts 
should be deleted. It is argued 
that should the phrases be 
retained, they would protect Wel
fare to the detriment "of other 
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Tories 
against SRC 

"propaganda" 

resentative" of student opinion. 
He added that opposition by the 
Tories to the SRC views could 
Only be constructive if brought 
from within. 

Another reason given by the 
Tory Club for more funds was the 
need to be .present at the confer· 
ences of both the FCS and the new 
Conservative Collegiate Forum. 
However, the Societies' disburse· 
ment Committee docked the part 
of the grant for the attendance of 
the FCS conference as that · 
organisation has now been expel· 
led from the Conservative Party. 

The Friends of Palestine have 
put forward a series of amend· 
ments including the charge that 
student casualties occurred when 
"demonstrations degenerated 
into riots" and wants additional 
letters sent out to the Palestinian 
Liberation Organisation offices in 
London , and one to both Bir Zeit 
and Al-Najal Universities in 
Israel. 

The other motions to be 
debated concern the alleged 
sexism on Tennent's lager cans, 
lesbian and gay rights , and a pro
test about the Gulf War. The 
General Meeting will also debate 
the SRC nomination of Nelson 
Mandela as Honorary President 
and a constitutional amendment 
to put "Mandela Centre" into the 
Association law .book in place of 
"Student Centre". 

Major merger 

by Kate Bankart 

One of only three parapsychol
ogy professorships in the world is 
held at Edinburgh University by 
Professor Robert Morris. This 
month he has been giving a 
number of talks and lectures to 
mark the first anniversary of the 
foundation of the chair .at Edin
burgh. 

The post is funded by an 
endowment, and the interest on 
it , from the late critic and writer 
Arthur Koestler. Koestler , who 
had a lifelong interest in the 
paranormal, left the money to any 
British university which would 
establish a Chair of Parapsychol· 
ogy. Only four universities 
expressed interest, and in the end 
the endowment came to Edin-

St Andrews and Dundee Uni- approval of the University Grants 
versities should pool their Committee. This is due to the fact 
resources under a form of that the UGC has set aside 
federalism or Common Market- · resources for rationalisation and 
type treaty , ·according to St change in universities. 
Andrews Principal. This could Ian Johnston , a spokesman for 
mean some students studying at Dundee University SRC, "does 
more than one institution and pro- not think much" of Principal 
fessors commuting among univer· Arnott's recommendations. 
sities. "What he really means," says 

Principal Arnott has called for a Johnston , "is to merge the two 
complementary plan to be drawn together and the students at this 
up so most students would take university are totally against the 
courses of their choice at one idea of a merger." 
other university but with some Already this year Dundee has 
students fulfilling their objectives seen attempts to close its Modern 
by spending two years in each. Languages Department, and yes· 
Arnott stressed that this policy of terday there was an announce· 

· resources would mean that the ment by St Andrews of the virtual 
professors would have to com· closure of its Music Department. 
mute not the students. At a meeting in Edinburgh on 

There have also been calls for Monday of the Scottish Students' 
Dundee and St Andrews Univer- Unions' Sabbatical Officers and 
sities to merge, but this has been University Principals, it was 
strongly resisted at Dundee. declared by the Principals that 

The proposal of a pooling of they wanted eight independent 
resources seems likely to gain the universities. 

burgh because , for 15 years, Dr ' A second line of experiments 
John Beloff, the "elder states- will be in psychokinesis, or mind 
man" of psychic research, had over matter- which Morris calls 
worked in the University's. "interactions between people and 
Psychology Department. equipment". The purpose will be 

Jn the past year, Professor Mor- to find out why some people have 
ris has set up a team of two post· either very good or very bad luck 
graduate fellows, a research assis· with machines and other equip· 
tant and a secretary, plus four ment. 
postgraduate students. Being an· Another focus in his work is a 
extremely cautious academic, his desire to .help people. distinguish 
style is designed to carve out an between what is psychic and what 
area of neutrality between is not. He and his wife are pre
extremists on both sides of the sently writing a book on the theme 
parapsychology debate. "What psi is not", in which he 

The major part of his work for describes many of the methods 
the next months and beyond is to used by frauds to deceive people. 
be in ESP experimentation, to Whilst out of the laboratory much 
investigate whether psychic abil- of his time will be spent speaking 
ity can be developed to a point to over half of the universities in 
where a psychic "signal" can be Britain on the topic of parap-
strengthened. sychology. 
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Peeping Tom in DHT 
by Emma Simpson 

The existence of Peeping Tom In 
the ladies' toilets In the David 
Hume Tower basement bas been 
uncovered this week by Student. 

A woman worker at the Tower 
told Student that for some time 
now - possibly for more than a 
year - a Peeping Tom has been 
active in the women's toilets in the 
DHT basement. 

Apparently , he has drilled 
holes in the partitions at the back 
of some of the cubicles and has 
been removing these partitions 
and hiding behind them to watch 
women defecate: 

Mrs Mavis Doig said: "We're 
fed up with the whole affair; the 
man is well known to the ser
vitors. The fault is that anybody 
can come out and in to the DHT 
building all the time." 

The University's Chief Security 
Officer , Mr Mackintosh , said that 
he "couldn't really comment on 
the matter since I've only been 
here for four months". 

The identity of the man is 
known to security, but because of 
his mental history, and other fac
tors , they are apparently virtually 
powerless to stop him. 

Mr .Mackintosh said: "I under-

stand he has been charged by the 
police. All we can do is escort 
people off the premises. We are a 
civilian security force without any 
power." 

He went on to say that all they 
could do was ". . . to report 
unlikely characters and it is dif
ficult to differentiate between stu
dents and non-students". 

Only one incident of this nature 
has been reported to security. 
"We have no information that the 
Peeping Tom activities are con
tinuing, and it appears on evi
dence to be a one-off, dealt with at 
the time by the police." 

A woman writing confidentially 
to Student has called for an inves
tigation into the whole affair, and 
has asked that "priority be placed 
on protecting women from such a 
gross violation of their privacy. 
Nothing has yet been done about 
this, although the servitors have 
known what was going on for 
sometime. " 

The University's Master of 
Works , Mr Oliver, told Student 
that a foreman joiner is going to 
the David Hume Tower basement 
tomorrow to alter the partitions 
by fitting budget locks , to prevent 
their removal. 

Easier life in the library 
by Emma Simpson • change. Borrowers may only now 

Edinburgh University students have books for up to six weeks at a 
will no longer have to fill in bor- time , or one week if they are in 
rowing or recall slips for books demand . However , students will 
when the new computerised Main then be able to renew borrowed 
Library borrowing system goes books unless another borrower 
"online" on Monday 1st June. needs them . In addition, if books 

The system will enable staff to are returned late no other books 
record all book borrowing infor- can be borrowed until the fine is 
mation onto a computer. This will paid. ' 
cut out slip filling by students , Deputy Librarian , Mr Peter 
who will merely have to show the Freshwater, has asked that all stu
barcoded borro•ver's card to dents who have not already got 
obtain books. barcoded borrower's cards to get 

As a result of the new system them from the Main Library con- · 
some aspects. concerning borrow- course. 
ing and returning books will The new system is not without 

Lager ban 
motion 
for GM 
A Welfare s·ervices motion has 

been put forward which , if passed 
will mandate EUSA to oppose 
any and all cuts in the University's 
Student Welfare Services. 

Lesbian and Gay Rights are 
aiming to campaign against police 
and court prejudice against gays 
and to defend the rights of gays to 
foster children. 

The Iranian Democratic Stu
dents Society willbe hopeing, to 
mandate EUSA to send lette rs of 
protest to the Embassies of Iran 
and Iraq demanding an 
immediate half to the Iran-Iraq 
war, and to the · vilolation of 
human rights. 

The Friends of the Palestine 
have also proposed a motion to 
send protest letters against the 
allegedly brutal handling by 
Israeli soldiers of Palestinian stu
dent demonstrations 

A motion to ban Tennent's 
Lager from the Union Shops 
because of the allegedly "sexist" 
nature of the labels is the ontt of 
the five motions to be put forward 
for the forthcoming EUSA Gen
eral Meeting. 

limitations. Largely due to a lack 
of resources not all the books 
available for loan have been 
entered on the library's database. 
Older unclassified books from the 
fifth floor will continue to be 
loaned for 12 months in the nor
mal way. 

Mr Freshwater claims that the 
new system will mean a greater 
access to books on the shelves "at 
this time when resources for mak
ing books available in the library 
have never been so scarce as they 
are now , it is eesential that the 
books we do have are used as pro
ductively as possible". 

CAMPUS TO CAMPUS 
Cow tackling 

society 

HULL: A new nightline secret 
society has been launched at Hull 
University. Called the Rosa 
Luxemburg Society, its purpose is 
to carry out night raids on local 
farms and push over unsuspecting 
sleeping cows which sleep stand
ing up. Apparently this new craze 
has gone down a storm in America 
where "unprecedented numbers 
of snoozing cows are being top
pled", says the university paper , 
Hui/fire. This "beef bouncing", as 
the chairman Gary Keen calls 
their activities, is apparently 
excellent practice for American 
football . Of the 33 members of the 
society, all the football team are 
involved in the nocturnal 
-activities. Keen goes on to explain 
the techniques involved. "It can 
take four people to do , and the 
problem is not making any noise, 
assuming, that is, that you have 
managed to find a cow to topple. 

Campus 
boycott 

WARWICK University stu
dents are having their fair share of 
pro~ems this term. Due to the 
housing .benefit charges, 'the stu
dents in flats are receiving no 
rebates for holiday rent, and 
because the university Senate 

refused to help in any way, the 
Students' Union organised a 
boycott of all universi ty bars , 
cafeterias and shops and a rent 
strike. The university retaliated 
by withholding the Union block 
grant of £112,000. Following a 
demonstration of around 200 stu
dents outside the new Arts 
Centre, injunctions were placed 
on the leaders of the Students' 
Union. The problems were resol
ved this week, however, but rela
tions between the university 
authorities and the Students' 
Union are still somewhat stormy. 

Hacks 
hackles up 

GLASGOW: News from Glas
gow this week involves two sab
bati"cals - David Rennie , Presi
dent , and Steven Clare , Vice
President - who have been busy 
flinging abuse at each other since 
Glasgow University's appearance 
on University Challenge. Clare 
accused Rennie of "gross corrup
tion" in the selection of the team . 
He alleges that Rennie chose him
self and his friends for the team 
when an open competition should 
have been held. An attempt at an 
open competition was, appa
rently , staged but abandoned 
when Rennie failed to appear. 
Time was running out so Rennie 
submitted his own list of com
petitors. Rennie retaliated by 
claiming that the allegations were 

a continuation of Clare's personal 
dislike for him . At a meeting held 
to discuss the issue, Rennie said 
he had missed the open competi
tion as he had more important 
business at hand concerning stu
dent welfare. He also added that if 
he had to pick five friends it cer
tain ly wouldn't have been the 
people who made up the team . 
The Council backed Rennie in a 
vote of confidence and made 
demands that Clare should offi
cially retract his allegations. 

Sexual 
harassment 

MANCHE.STER University's 
Student Union is continuing its 
long-running campaign against 
sexual harassment within the Uni
versity. The Sociology Depart
ment , which is the main focus of 
the campaign, has had many alle
gations of . sexual harassment 
lodged against it. It is sa id one 
woman has even been forced to 
leave her course . In particular , 
one tutor has been the subject of 
many complaints, which have 
resulted in mere reprimands from 
the university. The campaign is 
now concentrating on the medical 
students since they are more 
directly involved and are aiming 
at complete dismissal of the 
offending parties. 

compiled 
Cruickshank 
Peterson. 

by 
and 

Kirsty 
Sophie 

Gree·n alternative 
Mr Jonathon Porritt , Director of 
Friends of the Earth , spoke on 
"The Green Alternative" at a 

·meeting of the Politics Society in 
the North Faculty Room of the 
David Hume Tower last Thursday 
lunchtime. During a lively speech, 
Mr Porrit said that "it is ridiculous 
that all the political parties are 
claiming to be greener than any 
other party", and went on to 
condemn the insensitivity of 
Ministers Jopling , Ridley and 
Walker. 

"It is good that all parties are 
aspiring to Green policies and this 
is a credit to the environmental 
movements and the Greens ," Mr 
Porritt commented. "The Labour 

Party, who have dismissed the 
environment till recently , have 
undergone a genuine conversion 
to an anti-nuclear programme, 
while the Alliance are miffed by 
the Labour Party's change, since 
they had assumed that they had a 
birthright as the 'Greenest 
Party'." 

Tories , however, were 
"greening" at a slower rate than 
the other parties. Junior Ministers 
Chris Patten and William 
Waldegrave were concerned by 
the potential effect that the 1,000 
votes for the environmental 
candidate might have in 110 
marginal seats at the General 
Election But Ministers Jopling 

Porritt: the green man_ 

Ridley and Walker were 
insensitive and just ignored their 
arguments. 

In his talk , he _said ~hat 68 per 
cent of people m Britain were 
opposed to nuclear expansion 
but some people were concerned 
about the lack of energy we would 
have in the year 2000 if there were 
no nuclear power, and so, we 
should move as f~t as possible 
exploring renewable sources of 
energy , such as wind , wave and 
solar power. 
Mr Porritt went onto condemn 

the World Bank , saying that it was 
so remote and responsible for 
spending millions of dollars on a 
dam in Brazil , which would 
devastate 9,000 square miles of 
f t 

~ LETTERS EXTRA · 

Right to reply 
Dear Editor, 

We feel the review of Fox 3 in 
last week's Student was 
inadequate. 

In general, Mr Sparrow makes 
sweeping statements about the 
poetry without qualifying his 
judgements with appropriate 
quotes . He says, of "Dundas 
Cafe, Carlisle" and "Fur", that 
"Poetry is the wrong word for this 
kind of writing since most of these 
writers subscribe to the view that 
poetry is prose without gram
mar," and then he supports this 
hypothesis with a perfectly sound 
grammatical example from "Fur" . 

It seems Mr Sparrow cannot 
take a . purely descriptive poem 
seriously unless it conveys a "tre
mendous significance" because 
"Larkin wrote like this. " He can
not understand that description 
has a poetical value in itself. 

express the author's meaning, is 
lthis not accepting the intentional 
fallacy without any consideration 
of the reader's response? Does 
Andrew Sparrow understand 
what he means? Does anyone? 
And doesn't he consider Edwin 
Morgan worth mentioning? 

Dear Editor, 

Matthew Fit! 
Andrew Jackson 
Roddy Lumsden 

We are writing to make a 
couple of points about an other
wise excellent article which 
appeared in last week's Studem 
under the heading "SDC take up 
the poll axe''. 

The article dealt with the issue 
in a fair and reasonable way but 
did neglect the involvement of the 
Liberal Club in the survey: almost 
half the results were collected by 
Liberals. 

Within the University the 
Alliance clubs have been working 
together closely to achieve our 
aim.s and this survey was another 
example of that co-operauon 

Angus J. Maclntosh 
Pres. EU Social Democratic Club 

Mark Wheatley 
Pres. EU Liberal Club 

Pernaps instead of informing 
Mr Sparrow that "98% of all 
poetry published is crap" , that 
member of the English Depart
'ment would be better employed 
explaining to Mr Sparrow about 
basic poet devices . He tells us that 

-"When they [the Fox poets] use 
metaphor , the results can be chao
tic'', then as an example of a chao-

tic metaphor , hegivesasimilie- TYPING SERVlcy 
"breathing sleep like falling """" 
snow". 

The main complaint against YOUR THESIS 
Andrew Sparrow's review is that 
he contradicts himself. The poems JS JMPO RT ANT 
are dismissed as pretentious "be-
cause of the mistaken notion that 
an original poem requires an orig- TO ENSURE IT JS 
inal fee ling.'' Mr Sparrow objects PRESENTED TO 
to the Fox poets for seeking an 
originality from a unique experi- IT'S BEST 
ence. But he cancels this criticism 
out when he sways that the poems ADVANTAGE 
he considered the "best" were 

' those that made "an original and CONTACT JUNE 
memorable statement. " 

Poems which were " trying to 2?82 
describe feeling [the poets] didn 't . 031-226 
understand" were also dismis-· 
sed. Mr Sparrow doesn't seem, to'_ Pro'essional typing. 
realise that the purpose ot . j 1 

writing a poem may be to service at special 
approach some level of under-
standing. If Andrew Sparrow Student rates 
complains that a poem does not L-----------
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·Keep On Keeping On 
It was good to see 36 people made it to London. The 
event was not a flop, as some have claimed, as it 
achieved a good amount of media coverage. However, 
we have only a week till our own march and we need 
many times that number to make our case. With the4 
momentum that the action has created, it will not be 
difficult to keep higher education w the agenda for the 
forthcoming election. 

Already Shirley Williams has made a major and 
much reported speech, voicing her concern over the 
cuts in education. This is what we want and need. We 
must not give up now. 

The meeting between the Scottish Principals and 
Presidents is another great step forward. We must 

· maintain these links. It is not just grants that are under 
attack. Aberdeen has been threatened with massive 
job losses or department closures. Aberdeen today, 
Edinburgh tomorrow. Unless we do something. 

Welfare Protection 
In case you hadn't noticed there is a General Meeting 
tonight. An important motion is being proposed 
regarding the protection of welfare services before 
other areas. This is already a problem as Student 
Advisory and Counselling has a six-week waiting list. 
It also affects EUSA. Our grant from the University 
will be cut next year. The welfare services are the best 
in the country and must be preserved. The point is we 
can no longer take risks in other areas such as 
entertainments, when any major loss could now 
seriously affect other areas. I would rather see money 
spent on helping people than money risked on amusing 
them. This does not mean a cut in entertainments, just 
a responsible attitude to their potential and long-term 
effects on other areas. ---

Friday 13th - bad luck 
for McLintock 

Dear Editor, 
L:i.st Friday EUSA lost a couple 

of thousand pounds at Teviot.·No 
doubt in most people 's minds the 

'blame will be laid squarely on 
Claire McLintock and David 
Duncan for this huge financial dis
aster , but is it really all their fault? 

Surely the real culprits in this 
case are the members of the Com
mittee of Management and Teviot 
House Committee who allowed 
what was once a small-scale, rela
tively cheap but slightly unusual 
event to mushroom out of all 
proportion into an extravaganza. 
at a price no one wnated to pay. 
Many members of the House 
Committee were against such a 
large-scale event but failed in 
their responsibility to make sure 
they were informed and consulted' 
in every stage of the organisation 
by not voicing their concern at any 
time during committee meetings.· 

I know David and Claire's style 
of leadership is difficult to cope 
with and at the best of times frus
trating, but they cannot be right 
all the time and EUSA can ' t 

FILM 

afford them being wrong, and so 
members of either Management 
or Teviot Committee can wash 
their hands of this failure because 
they disagreed with them because 
it is they who are at fault not 
David and Claire; the sabbaticals 
are there to be argued with and 
those who disagree and do not 
argue just lost EUSA a few 
thousand pounds. 

On ther other hand it was Fri
day 13th!! 

Jim Davies, 
Ex-Teviot Convener. 

Dear Editor, 
Knowing all too well the politi

cal ideology pursued by Miss 
McLintock, I would like to draw 
to her attention the fact that were 
she a Minister of a Government , 
or any equivalent position, then 
there would most cer.tainly be 
calls of "Resign", following her 
organsiation and subsequent mas
sive financial 'cock up' of Friday 
the 13th's Rave Up. 

Yours hopefully , 
M. Buchanan-Gibson 
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Welfare lets down its gard 
Dear Editor, 

As a member of Welfare Com
mittee, I was intrigued to find a lit- . 
tie poem with my minutes. Unfor
tunately I was at another meeting 
at the time so I wasn't at the meet
ing, ·but the minutes , under 
AOCB, state: "6.1 The drop-off 
in attendance at Welfare meetings 
was noted. Reasons for this were 
suggested. Convener to write to 
all members urging them to attend 
and become actively involved 
again . It was noted tht [sic] the 
amount of work to be done was 
falling on fewer shoulders." 

The following was our Welfare 
Convener's response to the prob
lem. 
Dear Welfare Hack, 

Yes, I'm talking to you there, 
Who at meetings make us 

despair; 
And why despair, you may well 

ask? 

Town vs 
gown 

Dear Editor, 
When oh when will the students 

of this University realise that very 
few people outside of the educa
tion system give a shit about stu
dents. We as a group command no 
respect from the citizens of Edin
burgh. And it 's so easy to see why. 

the problem lies basically with 
two groups of students. Firstly 
their is the ever expanding group 
of well heeled arrogant "Daddy 
owns half of Bucks so I can do 
what the hell I like, and bugger 
the oiks" bastards (I think 
.everyone knows who I mean) OK 
... Yah ! And secondly the!e is the 
" lets be a real stud and go on a 
demonstration and pretend we're 
really working extremely hard 
and oh ·how we love the 'working 
'classes' and we're really just like 
them just more intellectual (and 
generally from far right 
backgrounds). It is these people 
who only serve to use and abuse or 
patronise the ordinary fol, (for 
want of a better phrase) of Edin
burgh. 

If this letters gets published I 
hope a few people will realise t.hat 
until we break down the barners 
between the University and the 
City , until we have shown people 
in Edinburgh we have a JUSt case , 
that we aren't all able or willing to 
rely on our parents, we will never 
gain their respect and support. 
Then maybe we will wm our cam
paign. 

Yours , 
Stephen Williams 

Well, hacks should hack, it is 
their task. 

Weeks on the minutes go 
unnamed 

Chaplaincy sounds cold, lack 
ingfame 

Of a Devin or a David 
Who don't attend, You see, 

despair. 

An active agenda, of full joy; 
Lots to do, a lot to toy: 
Mature, deaf and AIDS stunts 

alike 
A panel, committee and party 

all right! 
So get there! seminar room 2 
Heads are in the weighing, lazy 

crew. 

from your exceptionally friendly 
Convener. 

Unfortunately this is not an 
aberration, but neatly sums up 
Daniella's attitude to Welfare 

matters . 
Although a moderate and 

friendly chap by nature , I do think 
that the time has come for the 
committee to take action. The 
suggestion has been made that 
perhaps at the next meeting we 
should allow Daniella to do the 
decent thing by leaving her alone 
with a loaded pistol. -This is just 
the kind of new blood that the 
committee needs. 

On a serious note, if anyone 
wants to get involved with the 
Welfare Committee they should 
come along to the meetings, 
which are on Wednesday after
noons. And come to the EUSA 
elections in May; there'll be a vac
ancy for a Welfare Convener. 
Think about standing. 

The fight goes on. Stop the 
loans, etc., etc. 

Fraternally yours, 
David Cline 

Point of information 
Dear Student, 

An article appeared in "News 
in Brief' in Student of 12th Feb
ruary 1987 entitled "Labour let
ters". This article contained infor
mation which was incorrect 
regarding an issue which was to be 
debated at the club. The informa
tion stated "EU Labour Club has 
-resolved that before any member 
writes to the paper under the 
club's name, he or she must obtain 
approval at the club meeting or 
from the Executive. Where this 
was not possible, it was stated, 
like member should refrain from· 
mentioning his club position at the 
foot of their letter. " 

I can only assume that this 
refers to a motion which was read 
out at the club meeting of Tued-

day 3rd February 8 but was not 
discussed due to lack of time. 

The fabrication is worrying 
with regard to the rest of the news 
items in Student . 

If a club can be reported to have 
passed a resolution which it has 
never even discussed what credi
bility do other news items in the 
paper carry? Another question -
where does Student get its, albeit, 
inacurate information from - I 
was never aware that club meet
ings were covered by Student 
reporters. 

Perhaps these que,tions could 
be answered in Student? 

Yours, 
Caroline Morgan 

Chairperson EU Labour Club 

An Essay on Criticism 
Dear Editor, 

I would like to express my 
gratitude to the authors of the let
ter about my review of Fox 3 for 
reminding me tnat a simile is not a 
metaphor. 

With all their other criticisms of 
my review, 1 disagree. Firstly they 
blame me for not understanding 
that "description has a poetical 
velue in itself' . Morrison and 
Boyd 's book Organic Chemistry 
contains a detailed and accurate 
description of dicarboxylic acids , 
but no one will find any "poetic 
value" here . 

Secondly, they accuse me of 
contradiction because I criticise 
original feeling in poetry but 
praise original statement. But the 
difference between feeling and 
statement is even more obvious 
than that between simile and 

metaphor; there is no contradic
tion. The authors talk of "seeking 
an originality from a unique 
experience" but I maintain that 
"unique experience" does not 
exist and it is arrogant and naive 
to claim that it does. 

Thirdly the writers think that I 
do not realise that "the purpose of 
writing a poem may be to 

· approach some level of under
standing". It is precisely because I 
do understand this that I object to 
,poems that fail to reach this level. 

By invoking the intentional fal
lacy the authors seem to 
absolve the pact of any obligation 
·to know what he means or mean 
·what he says. Luckily critics can
not escape this duty. 

Yours, 
Andrew Sparrow 

The Have-we-got-news-for-'{oU At Ten. 
~ 



ZEKE MANYIKA/SKINT VIDEO 
Teviot 

Zeke Manyika fled from liis home in Zim· 
babwe to arrive, a political refugee, in the late 
'70s. He joined the drummerless Orange 
Juice. 

He was eventually the only member left with 
Edwyn Collins when the band split two year.s ago on 
account of continual disagreements with theu record 
company Polydor. For reasons only known to them
selves Polydor renewed Zeke's contract but waved 
goodbye to Little Boy Blue . Ironically, sales of 
Orange Juice records turned a profit for Polydor at 
the end of last year. · 

Zeke drummed for the Style Council on their early 
recordings , has set up a record label promoting Zim
babwean music in this country, his cousin is a Bhundu 
Boy, and, of course, he tours with his band Dr Love. 

In the home of the Mega Disco few people seemed 
to appreciate all this. We would have been hard-pres
sed to play a game of footy in the Debating Hall as 
Zeke launched into the Rip It Up track A Million 
Pleading Faces at 2 am, not through lack of space but 
the required numbers, I may add. The 'nicest man in 
pop ' continued undaunted, cracking jokes and plead
ing drunkenness. The set was much the same as last 
year, tracks from his LP Call & Response and the old 
Orange Juice favourite Hokoyo . The only visible dif
ference was the replacement of the backing singers by 
a single, shaven-headed Glaswegian who managed 
admirably. It got more lively towards the end as the 
hall filled up and people danced. This is all Zeke 
Manyika's music is about - pure dance floor fun, 
completely devoid of popstar pretensions. Admit
tedly he _did get several encores but he is such a nice 

Above: Skint Video looking like they were actually 
· enjoying playing to an audience of three drunk 

studentS. Below: One disgruntled punter at the 
Rave Up; . Saturday 2 am. photo: Oliver Lim 

What does Terry Waite and James Ander-
ton have in common? Answer, they are both 
subjects of Skint Video's vitriolic tongues. 

The setting of a Teviot dining room and five people 
- including the barman inspired Skint Video to pro
vide a dead funny set of pisstaking which was refresh
ingly non-cliched. 

Wayferers looking for their freebie pizzas trundled 
to the dining room in dribs and drabs. But rumbling 
stomachs were soon forgotten about as the duo 
unleashed their acid humour on everyone !'rom Billy 
Bragg to Edwina Currie. 

Skint Video didn 't deserve to be performing in 
front of such a paltry crowd of half cut happy hour stu
dent~ holding their 40p rum'n 'cokes. 

Skint Video- better then a Teviot pizza any day. 
Emma Simpson 

Well, well, well, the so-cal
led Rave-up has proved to be 
an immense flop. What a sur
prise. Aside from the scant 
publicity and poor timing just 
after the Day of Action, the 
fact is there are not many 
people prepared to pay £5 to 
see an obscure has-been like 
Zeke Manyika ('nice bloke') a 
couple of never-will-bes like 
The Proclaimers and a steel' 
orchestra that outnumber 
their audience 8 to I. 

the huge deficit incurred -on Fri
day. As tickets are only £2 you 

. don ' t have to be rich •.. Indeed if 
about 3000 of you could cram in 
upstairs in Potterrow the old 
EUSA entertainments budget 
might look a bit healthier. · 

rocking boys Zerra one er 
rocking hard. On Tuesday dodgy 
but popular Aberdonian 
psychedelics The Shamen appear, 

and on Wednesday it's the turn of 
the Hook in Pull Gang. These last-· 
named are currently the hottest 
thing on the streets in Edinburgh. 
Hold on a moment while I go off 
and play their single ••• Hmm, not 
bad actually. The last time I saw 
them they were very drab and 

I don't know whether it's 
encouraging or not hut the Politics 
1 lecture on Thursday afternoon 
attracted more people ... 

Anyway the same wonderful 
gromoters have a rather more via
ble attraction on offer this week 
"'ith Age of Chance at Potterrow 
on Saturday. I urge you to go along 
and attempt to make up a little of 

At the same place this Friday the 
Mole People are playing. Watch 
out for the mole masks. What 
some people will do for their art .•• 

The Shamen: Venue;Sunday 

While m1xmg with the 
superstars at the Venue last night I 
took note of the forthcoming 
attractions. Saturday sees hard 

. dull, but that might ha ye been the 
fault of Buster Brown's. Go along 
if you've a~y pretension to being 
hip. 

BAD are returing pretty soon 
after their last appearance here, 
but this time, as they pledged on 
these very pages, they are playing 
a stand-up venue; viz the Queen's 
Hall (Monday). Meanwhile this 
week's obligatory jingly fringes at 
the Onion Cenar are Orange Juice 
••• sorry I mean the Wedding Pre
sent.The Hoochie Coochie on Fri-
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(Dare we say it? •.. There's lots of nosh. at .the Onion Cellar .. ·.ho ho ... ) 
nngmg gmtars, fast moving bass 

1000 VIOLINS and TUNES, flowed free ly. Shee; 
The Onion Cellar nectar! As well as their own mate. 

Down, down, down, deeper 
into the earth, and into the 
freezing, dingy caverns of the 
Onion Cellar. Tonight with 
four bands. 

The first were -The Tam-
bourines, a mellow sound , very 
Primal Scream, very enjoyable. 
This could have been excellent 
had they not been totally drunk . 

The following two , The Stayr
kase , and something similar (the 
name of which I neither know nor 
care) were absolutely pathetic. 

It was an immense relief to have 
1000 Violins playing, and a com
petent band back on stage. The 
Violins quickly made up for the 
preceding dross. Their sound , 

rial, they took on some classi 
and coped admirably. Their cov~ 
of Velvet Underground 's Whit 
Light, White Heat was given a vig~ 
our and freshness which possibly 
surpassed the original. The 
Walker Brothers' The Sun Ain't 
Gonna Shine Any More was 
highly enioyable, and their rendi
tion of the Teardrops/Bunnymen 
classic Books was an aural delight. 

The bands own songs were also 
excellent. Please Don't Sandblast 
My H ouse, their most recent 
release, was given two airings , 
and Ungrateful Bastard was si m
ply wonderful. 

They are the best 
band in this mould since James. 
Utterly brilliant. 

Alun Graves 

Bastard II 

· day offers Big John'sBlood Uncles 
- recent big label signings. ffif 
label signings, doncha just hate 
them? ... not that you need much 
excuse with the Blood Uncles 
Come to think of it they were there 
that night at Buster Brown's with 
the Hook 'n Pullies, so I'm proba
bly being unfair to them as well. 

I see the Other Record Shop is 
closing down in Princes St. Serves. 
the bastards right actually for 
moving there in the first place and· 
sticking an extra quid on all of 
their prices. Don't go there to buy 
your copies of the new Go-Bet
weens single, which I trust you are 
all doing in your droves. Grant 
Mclennan can still do no wrong .. 
TV highlight this week is probably 
MJ: Beautiful Laundrette (~~4) 
tonight), currently up for an 
Oscar. On the music front Whistle 
Test features Lone Justice and · 
Simply Red (BBC2 Wednesday) •. 
The Tube tomorrow has Los 

Hank 'n' Bill (CH4 Sunday) 
. . ' ·stofflO 

That's about it, I m JUi wat 
organise a whip-round or pe~ 
steel orchestra • · • see you 
·week. t.rriY 



S whatever happ_ened to Spear of Destiny? Paula Collins 
c;tches up with Kirk Brandon in the HMV shop •.• 

s. 0. D. 
No tea and scandal with Kirk Brandon, just garlic bread 

and a special request in HMV to "cut the crap" (his new 
single) and play B~uce - "he's a bit crass, I suppose, but 
who isn't?" - Springsteen. The peroxide frontman of 
Spear of Destiny lists Joy Division as another f{lvourite, but 
bas no musical influences as· such. 

Speaking of which, lets get the promotional bit over and done with 
_ the re-formed band have a new single out now Strangers in our 
town, and new LP Outland out at the end of March on Ten Records, 
and they tour Britain in April. He described Outland as a mixture of 
"sophistication and primitiveness", then decided this sounded too 
clever so it's now "a bunch of new songs", and his road manager bris
tled visibly when asked why they needed to sign autographs in HMV 
to promote the single. ''It's selling well," says he brusquely. Touchy 
touch · 

Well, thankfully this didn ' t rub off on Mr Brandon who is very 
unassuming, friendly and not at all anxious to talk about himself. 
Now that he is 30 (not past it he tells me) he has ''mellowed", travelling 
at SO mph rather than 120 mph or something like that. He loves tour
ing but has noticed yet another North/South division - in audience 
terms this time. 

"Northerners are open and friendly. They come for a good time, 
expect it and let you know if they don't get it._ Southerners are 
reserved. Too cool. Belfast? Volatile. It's a city with many outlets -
on the one hand it's part of the UK, on the other its part of Ireland. 
No one can cope with that situation." 

So spe8F. an almost apolitical man, although he'd hardly invite Ian 
Paisley and/or Sinn Fein home for tea. "The world has seen enough 
ranting and raving." Violence and hatred make him sad, and he's not 
too keen on Thatcherite Britain either: "She's killing this country in 
terms of education and choice of education. Students deserve double 
what they get. They are the future , the bastards in suits will be gone 
and they will still be here." Very sincere, very laudable, and he 
doesn' t even know about the Day of Action. 

Beyond all this heavy stuff, he does have a subtle sense of humour 
and don't listen to him when he says he is an idiot. 

Leed's hippest showband photo : John Lindsay 

•••• •••••••- the Age of Chance you realise it's 
~E OF CHANCE a fairly accurate summary orwhat 
Potterrow they're about. My melancholy 

O · d was instantly battered info the 
n a mght when butchere background under a pulverising 

dreams of Scottish Cup glory cannonade of sound with melody 
lay thick on the pavements of not even an aftertho~ght. Distin.c
Perth, the last thing I felt like liveness is a fi ne thing and a qual~ 
was a Sonic Disco Recital (their . ify the Age of Chance possess in 
Words, not mine) from the plenty, with a highly abrasive 
Age of Chance. But a man's fusi_on of funk andmd1:-pop fuzz. 
gott d , But there 1s a fine lme d1V1dmg d1s
d a O what a man s gotta tinctiveness and repetitiveness , 

o; so, forsaking sedative and given their almost total 
~emories of John Brogan at reliance on brute force, one which 
hts omnipotent best, I drag- they strayed over more than once 
g~d myself off to the Potter- during the set, yet they always 
row. managed to get back on side_ by 

virtue of this very power, part1cu-
Sohic Disco may seem a bit Jarly on their covers of Disco 

vag~e as a description ,of l) band's Inferno .and the near-hit Kiss, 
rnus1c; conveying only -a sugges- which delighted the fu ll Potterrow 
lion of danceable rhythm and and even banished my MuITton 
noise, but when you actually hear Park blues. Andy Shearer 

Queen's Hall 

Now Denmark may not be a 
country that particularly stirs 
the imagination. What has it 
given us? Well, apart from 
blue cheese, Jan Molby, and 
probably the most annoying 
lager commercials in the 
world, it's given us the Danish 
Radio Big Band 

As I've lost the press release , 
and my Danish is a bit rusty these 
days , I can't actually name any of 
the DRBB (as we in in the trade 
refer to them). So I'll use algeb
raic notation (give each a letter). 
Led by the famed pianist, X, 
DRBB charged through an exten
sive set of Thad Jones (sorry, 
that's the great Thad Jones -
famed prop<inent of "hard_ bop") 
and other big band classics, 
including Scarborough Fair(?). 

Particularly stunning was F's 
flugelhorn solo in the The Wise 
Men , played with a glistening sin
cerity and truthfulness. D, the , 
drum01er, delighted and dazzled 
the demos with a dazzling and 
delightful display of drumming. 
There was a good blues, but I 
couldn't catch its name, par for 
the course really. 

T , the trombonist, was another 
stand-out performer who won't be 
forgotten in a hurry. Fast and furi
ous was their rendition of Clark 
Terry's Mr C. T. (no , it was actu-

-NIK KERSHA W/f'PAU 

Playhouse 

Every so often you go to a 
gig that's a bit special, that 
sets the heart beating faster 
and the blood running 
quicker, y'know what I 
mean? Well, this was defi
Ritely not one of those gigs. 
Nik was in my view totally 
overshadowed by the.reffesh
ing support group T'Pau 

whose performance was light 
years removed from Nik's 
·rather stodgy, uninspiring 
and pfain boring perfor
mance. 

Featuring an excellent female 
lead vocalist (a cross between 
Annie Lennox and Dale Krantz of 
the Rossington Collins Band) , 
T'Pan laughed their war through 
a series of well-constructed and 
cheering songs, effectively sus
tained by dominant keyboards. 
Numbers such as Sex Talk, Heart 
and Soul and Taking Time Out 
deserved a better reception than 
they got from the sparse audience. 
The highlight of the evening was 
an endearing piss-take of Nik 's 
Wouldn 't It Be Good duririg set 
closer You Give Up. Unfort11-
nately, they seemed to go rather 
over the head of the largely 
juvenile audience, but the end-of
tour antics of the roadies never 
fai led to raise a laugh. 

Nik on the other hand, was 
predictable and uninspiring. 
Working his way through his back 
catalogue of nauseatingly catchy 
but similar songs there was 
nothing to catch the interest. So 
q_uiet and The Riddle were the 
least awful bits of a truly depres
sing show. 

Nik Kershaw, yesterday's 
hero? A more than half-empty 
Playhouse told its own story . . .. 

· Ted Linehan 
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Michael Laudup, Preben Elkjaer. Jesper Olsen; b:U v Uruguay those 

were the days. . . photo: P.H. 

ally called that) . All together (A
X) the ensemble work was pretty 
together. The whole set was 
played together by that witty 
raconteur, X - oh, the tales I 
could tell you of Danish wit. But I 

won 't. For all tHose of you who 
saw the concert, I'd just like to say 
- they were very good. 

I t~ink it 's the Johnny Copeland 
Blues Band next week, but you 
can never be sure. James Jazz 

In another look at the local scene Claire Hildreth talks to 
Fini Tribe before they embark on their American Tour. 

· photo: Oliver Lim 
Fini Tribe are one of those bands with the strangest sort 

of reputation. Setting off to talk to them I wasn't quite 
expecting massed number one crops and paint pots (but I 
had been warned). So it was a bit of a relief to be met by 
John, who was quite charming and didn' t have a shaved 
head at alt 

Fini Tribe have, under some guise or other and with various 
different members, been around since 1979 and for more than three 
years much as we know them today. They feel that being in the band 
has been almost like an apprenticeship and, says Chris: ''We've done 
a lot of growing up in public.'' Simon also feels that because of the time 
that has been spent working within the band their ideas are now so 
much more pure. 

So how are they going to go down onstage in the States? They ' ll be 
touring there soon for a month with Ministry and The ReYolting 
Cocks (?). The show over there will still be visually expressive but 
concentrated on the band themselves. Also, because they won' t be 
able to take their rather unusual stage props and instruments with 
them to America the music will be more important too. In the studio 
the band enjoy working with synthesisers and experimenting with 
sampling but they always want ''real sounds". The sound they have 
now has not become so much commercial as more accessible, they 
feel, and as Chris sums up: ''If you are happy with the end product, 
and the customer-is happy, that's all that matters." 

Fini Tribe seem to have a real interest n their music and making a 
success of it, and unlike so many bands they' re not talking from the 
bottom of their wallets either. 



Wl~A IM 
. ..;;;.;.___F____;I=---· _L IVI THEATRE 
FILMHOUSEFILM SOC BED LA MTRAVERSE 
Lothian Road 
2262688 
SID AND NANCY 
19-20 Feb; 2.30 
How did Nancy Spungen die? 
Murder? Suicide? This film, with 
its sprinkling of drugs and sex, 
leaves one with much food for 
thought. 

SALVADOR 
19-21 Feb; 5.45, 8.15 
The most frightening thing about 
this film is that the horrors por
trayed are still going on in El Sal
vador, even though the govern
ment death squads have been 
tamed. And this is only the half we 
know about. 
THE RED SNOWBALL TREE 
19 Feb; 3.00, 6.15, 8.30 
A moving film about a Soviet 
hero's escape from prison. Initially 
this was blocked by censorship 
(should attract the crowds!). 

CARAVAN OF COURAGE 
• 21 Feb; 2.00 

Fun viewing as the Ewoks (re
member 'Return of the Jedi '?) · 
help two children to rescue their 
parents. 

DEATH IN A FRENCH GARDEN 
SUBWAY 
21 Feb; 11.0 (tickets £2.50) 
Trouble when a young man, hired 
to give guitar lessons to a teen
ager, is approached sexually by 
her mother-married to a sinister 
man I The second a rather far
fetched film concerning Fred's 
dreams beneath the Paris Metro! 
TROUBLE IN MIND 
20-21 Feb; 3.00, 6.15, 8.30 
As the title suggests conflict plays 
a major ro'e - set in a bluesy 
world of criminals and beats. 

IN THE OPIUM MOUNTAINS 
ASMAT 
22 Feb; 8.15 
In both these · films Friedhelm 
Brueckner sets out to preserve the 
lives of dying cultures. 

STRANGE PEOPLE 
23 Feb; 6.45, 8.45 
Shukshin's concern for the Rus
sian peasantry can be seen in 
three contrasting stories- reveal
ing their inner protest against 
hardship. 

ABOUT LAST NIGHT 
22-25 Feb; 
2.30 (not Sun). 6.00, 8.30 
A must for all Rob Lowe fans . .. 
humour is provided by Belushi 
and Perkins who keep up a cynical 
running commentary on Danny's 
affair. 

SUGAR BABY 
23-25 Feb; 
2.30 (Mon). 6.45, 8.45 (Tue/Wed) 
Romantic comedy as an ample 
and no longer young West Ger
man woman proceeds to seduce a 
younger man! 

SUBWAY 
MAD MAX 111 : BEYOND 
THUNDERDOME 
20FEb; 11 .15pm, 1.10am 
V. trendy cult movie starring 
Christopher Lambert as a thief on 
the run in the Paris Metro. Fol
lowed by Mel and Tina with plenty 
of leather, bondage and bikes. 

THE MISFITS 
INSIGNIFICANCE 
George Square Theatre 
22 Feb; 6.45, 9.00 
Clark Gable, the eternal Adonis, 
and the equally stunning Marilyn 
Monroe get down to it in the 
Nevada desert. Also a film that 
questions life, death, sex and the 
universe. That covers most things 
students are interested in. 

STREAMERS 
STREETWISE 
George Square Theatre 
25 Feb; 6.45, 8.55 
First an army drama about a 
group of fellas who don't always 
see eye to eye, then a documen
tary on a sad group of child prosti
tutes in America. 

c A M 
Home Street, Tollcross 
228 4141 

E 

WHEN THE WIND BLOWS 
2.20 (not Sun), 4.00, 5.40, 
7.25, 9.10 

0 

Late night Fri & Sat 11.15 pm 
Tragically ironic, at times amus
ing treatment of the nuclear issue 
through the medium of animation 
as Mr and Mrs Bloggs blunder 
through 1987's remake of World 
War Two. Perhaps there's a moral 
inhere . .. 

A 
Lothian Road 
229 3030 

B 

THE GOLDEN CHILD 
2.20 (not Sun), 5.20, 8.20 

c 

Rather more tarnished than gol
den methinks. Eddie Murphy 
cleans up his image and con
sequently comes across as a bor
ing old fart in an extremely cl iched 
film. He'll have a nice pension 
though. 

FERRIS BUELLER'S DAY OFF 
2.10 (not Sun), 5.10, 8.10 
Every mother's nightmare, Ferris 
the Ferrari-man pulls the age-old 'I 
had flu , honestly!' trick to escape 
from school to a day of merriment 
in downtown (or maybe up, I can 
never decide which) Chicago. 

THE MISSION 
2.00, 5.00, 8.00 
A prodigal Robert de Niro and the 
right hand of God, Jeremy Irons
don't you hate him? I mean, he's 
always such a do-gooder, always 
Mr Nice Guy. makes me want 
to ... 

_O_D __ E _ _;.O_:....::.N D 0 M I N I 0 N 
Clerk Street 
667 7331 
CROCODILE DUNDEE 
1.45, 3.50, .605, 8.35 
Having survived the most barren 
land known to man, the question 
is-can he cope with New York? 

PEGGY SUE GOT MARRIED 
2.15, 6.00, 8.30 
Back in the past, she has to decide 
whether to recreate history or 
reconcile the past with the future, 
ie her present! 

SHORT CIRCUIT 
2.30, 5.45, 8.15 
A robot, designed for military pur
poses (therefore able to kill), is 
~ught the 'American way of life' 
by a woman oblivious of it's pow
ers, as its creators attempt to find 
it. 

Newl:ia.ftle Terrace 
447 2660 
CROCODILE DUNDEE 
2.15, 5.15, 8.15 
I wonder why the Aussies have 
corks hanging off their hats when 
all they drink is Fosters? I prefer 
Castlemaine XXXX anyway. Oh, 
those dinky ringpulls ! 
THE MISSION 
2.10, 5.10, 8.10 
Yes, as I was saying about Jeremy 
'lovely boy' Irons: at least old Bob 
had some guts about him; he was 
a murderer and a mercenary but 
all Jerry-darling could do was 
pray. I mean . .. 

ROOM WITH A VIEW 
2.00, 5.00, 8.00 
This room must have a bloody 
good view. Time to clean the win
dow, I think. 

2 ForrestRd 
'225 9873 
THE BEAUTIFUL AND THE 
DAMNED 
18-21 Feb; 7.30 pm 
Tickets : £1.50, £2, £2.50 
By F. Scott Fitzgerald, adapted by 
Angus Macfadyen. A Bedlam 
mainterm, promising you a feast 
of drama, dance and live jazz. 

ALBERT EINSTEIN 
25 Feb; 1.30 pm 
£1 .50, £1 for members. 
A Bedlam lunchtime, I think that 
says it all. 

BEDLAMAGM 
Wednesday 4th March, 2.50 pm 
Plenty of warning has been given. 

NETHERBOW 
43 High Street 
,556 9579 
POMEGRANATE PERFORMS 
20 Feb; 8 pm 
Tickets : £1 .50, 50p cone. 
Words and music from the 
Pomegranate Womens' Writing 
Group. Refreshments available. 

0 D 
Clerk street 
667 7331 

E 0 

ROBERT HALPERN 
Every Sat. night; 11 pm 
Tickets: £2.50 

N 

There's nothing like a spot of 
hypnosis on a Saturday night. 

L V C E U M 
Grindlay Street 
229 9697 
THREE SISTERS 
20 Feb-14 march ; 7.45 pm 
Free preview : Feb 19, 7.45 pm 
Tickets : £2.50-£5.50 
A version by Edward Bond, by 
Anton "psychological " Chekhov. 
Irina, Masha and Olga Prozorov 
are living in exile, but in their 
hearts they inhabit Moscow. A 
play of humour and hope. 

ADAM 
T H E 

HOUSE 
A T R E 

GAMBLERS 
24 Feb-15 march ; 7.30 pm 
By Nicolai Gogol. The first co-. 
production between the Traverse 
and the Tron Theatres. a black 
comedy about damnation set in a 
world of card sharps. Gogol! 
committed suicide after writing 
this play. I beg of you not to do 
the same, at least not until you 
finish your essays. 
112West Bow, Grassmarket 
226 2633 
A "MYSTERY" PLAY 
Till 22 Feb; 7.45 pm 
Students : £2 
Performed by Winged Horse 
Touring Production. All is mys
terious so that you, the publ ic, 
will not have been " influenced" 
in your aesthetic response by 
that nasty old pre-publicity. 
BLITZ! 
24 Feb-5 April ; 7.30 pm 
Written and directed by Jeremy 
Raison. The first co-production 
between the Traverse and 
Kirkcaldy College. (Yes, co-pro
ductions seem to be very popular 
just now, anybody want toco
produce w ith me?) 1941, Glas
gow faces the blitz. A group of 
ch ildren are evacuated to the 
countryside w ith d isturbing and 
" hilarious" results. Note the use 
of the ever-popular word "hilari
Ol!s" yet again1 fact fans. 

T H E A T R E 
WORKSHOP 
34 Hamilton Place 
226 5425 
GEDO 
19-21 Feb; 7 pm 
Tickets: £2, cone £1. 
By the Ra inmaker Company. 

K N 
2 Leven St reet 
2291201 
CINDERELLA 
Till 21 Feb; 7 pm 
Matinees 2.15 pm 

G s 

Tickets: £5-£6, cones available. 
One has always felt that " Cin
ders" should have wed the fabul-

Ctiambers Street ous Buttons, her psycholog ica l 
SEMPRONIO equivalent, rather than the du ll 
Till 20 Feb; 7.30 pm Prince " my character isn 't 
Tickets (in form of programme) explored at all " Charming. Once 
£1 .50 again, money and the promises 
By Agustin Cuzzani. Presented by of gl ittering ballgowns has 
the Spanish Society. A hilarious, swayed the course of true love. 

'if'X"'H0"i' B S 
TALBOT 
G A L L 

RICE 369 GALLERY 
ERV ------233 Cowgate 

~~~~~~~~~~- 2253013 
Old College, South Bridge Till 28 Feb 
6671011 
Mon-Sat 10_5 pm Mon-Sat 12 noon-5.30 pm 
Till 4 April KAUFKA - See the arts page fora 
WORKS ON PAPER - No, not review. 
photos of the entire Student staff N A T I 0 N A L 
~~!r~) .very poor attempt at a joke G A L l E R Y 

FRUITMARKET 
GALLERY 
29 Market Street 
225 2383 
Tues-Sat 10-5.30 
Till 28 Feb 
LUCIANO FABRO - At last, only 
one week left. Thank goodness for 
little mercies, I hear you say. 

PRINTMAKERS 
WORKSHOP 
23 Union St (opp Playhouse) 
Mon-Sat 10-5.30 
Till 14Mar 

. Jau works-Paintings, prints and 
drawings by Dominic Synder. 

The Mound 
556 8921 
Mon-Sat 10-5; Sun 2-3 
ALEXANDER CARSE - Showing 
'the people of the Lothians at their 
leisure" .- yes, there is a world 
outside. Not everyone goes to 
Teviot on a Friday night (or so we 
noticed). 
Till 29April 
ROBERT NANTEUIL (1 623-1678) 
- Engraver to the court of Louis 
XIV, a loan exhibition. 

F L Y I N G 
COLOURS 
35 William Street 
225 6776 
Tues-Fri 11-6, Sat 10-1 

C>DEON 
On product ion of matricul · 
formance up to 6 pm for£1 
are non-smoking. 

D OMIN 
Students pay £1.50 for all 
The only exception is the I~ 
only non-smoking part of t 
shut on Sundays. 

FILMH 
Matinees cost 75p; early 
£1.50. These tickets are on~ 
mance starts. No concessi 
you can book these in ad 
cinemas. 

Members get in free to all 
can be purchased in advan 
week and from the Postgr 
Place, at the weekend. Me 

B ED L A 
All tickets for lunchtime pr 
your consumption. Mem 
allows reductions on all ti 
are held every Monday at 
interested in any aspect of 

T RAVE 
Exclusive offer this year 
which allows many benefi~ 
Sunday performance; £21~ 
before performance; tree en. 
theatre clubs in Britain. 

LVC EU 
They offer a plastic card co 
two tickets at concessrona 
mance). Check at box office 

ESC A .. 
Edinburgh Student Chant1e 
(225 4061 ). Pop into our offi 
1 to 2 pm on Tuesday tor an 

SNO . 
Students are welcomed rn 
Orchestra concerts at thef · 
available from 7 pm each 

CAME~. 
Afternoon shows cost£ · 
pm) are £2.70. 



s students can see any per
d oo after 6 pm. All cinemas 

N 
ances in Cinemas 1, 2 and 3. 
ing shows in Cinema 3- the 
·ng. Incidentally, this place is 

SE 
shows (Sunday-Friday) cost 
le 30 minutes before perfor

n for main evening films but 
£2.30. Non-smoking in both 

ances. Guest t ickets (£1.25) 
ny Union Shop during the 
ents' Union, 24 Buccleuch 
is on sale at all shows. 

nsinclude soup and bread for 
fthe Bedlam is £2.00, w hich 
diam Committee meet ings 

pm in the theatre. Anyone 
is always w elcome. 

E 
b_ership: £4 for four years, 
include a free ticket to any 

nt standby ticket 10 minutes 
Traverse Bar and many other 

~ which allows you to claim 
•(£1 off cost of any perfor-
1ls. 

1.are in 17/1 9 Guthrie Street 
ime or come dow n around 

al luncht ime gathering. 

H~~ I~ all Scottish National 
: Tickets cost £2 and are 

en1ng. 

'ng Performances (7 .00 •. 9.00 

When Your turning into a fly r: 

UNIVENTS MUS IC 
THUR26FEBSUN 1 MAR 
EU LAW STUDENTS COUNCIL METHSOC T H u R 2 6 F E B s u N 1 M A R 
Hon. Lord Dunpark will speak on 8 pm ICICLE WORKS 
"the Law Moves Forward" Nicolson Square Coasters 
NEW 

Methodist 
SCOTLAND COUNTRY Church. 8 pm £4 

DANCE SOCIETY Methsoc AGM Wimpy, overproduced rock from 
7 .30 pm POLYGON a group whose songs you can 
Beginners -Adam House 7 pm never remember, or_ would want 

Intermediate Chaplaincy Pleasance Bar to! 
Centre £ 1. admission . 
Advance.d - Chambers St -M--'--

0
--:N_,...-------

POTTERROW 2 M A R 
Rock Disco. 
EU FRIENDS 01= THE EARTH 
7.30 pm 
Cheviot Rm, Pleasance 
EU ARCHAEOLOGY SOCIETY 
~.45pm 
Archaeolggy Dept. Ground Floor 
Lecture Room, 19 George 
Square. 
Committee Election. followed by 
a talk 
KB UNION ENTERTAINMENTS 
1-2 pm , 
KB Union Coffee Bar 
Charles Brookman - contem
porary piano themes. 

FRl27FEB 
EU CONSERVATIVE ASSOCIA
TION 
5pm 
.aalcony Room, Teviot 
Conservative Association 

FRIDAY NIGHT, SATURDAY 
MORNING 
Potterrow 
Happy Hour 8.30-9.30 pm 
Wit h " Champagne Vu ltures" and 
supporting .''The Mole People" . 

EU GREEN SOCIETY 
On the anniversary of the horrific 
Cherynobl Disaster, EU Green 
Society are staging a vigil to pro
test against the imminent activa
t ion of Torness Nuclear Power 
station. Contact either Tony or 
Tosh at 17 West Preston St (667 
4920) for detai ls. 

DEPT. OF SOCIAL POLICY AND 
SOCIAL WORK 
Lecture Hall C, DHT 
1-2.30 pm 
Lecture on The Future of Scottish 
Prisons. 
NORTH AMERICAN STUDIES 
4pm 
Rm 107, William Robertson 
Building 

· "Professionalising the New 
World : Scots in Virg inia and 
Jamaica." 

CHAMBERS STREET UNION 
Open till 11 pm 

TEVIOT UNION 
2am 
Happy Hour 9-10 pm. 

CHAPLAINCY CENTRE 
1.10pm 
Midweek Service 
EU PHILOSOPHY SOCIETY 
5.15pm 
Lecture Hall B, DHT 
Special lecture by Prof. Sir Alfred. 
J . Ayer - " Society and Govern
ment". 
EU BAHA'I SOCIETY 
1pm 
Adam Ferguson Building, Room 
10 
EU CONSERVATIVE ASSOCIA
TION 
1 pm 
Middle Read ing Room, Tev iot 

EU MODERN DANCE SOCIETY 
Chambers St. Ballroom 
Ballet 7-8 pm. £1.50 
NEW COLLEGE MISSIONARY 
SOCIETY 
Martin Hall, New College 
5pm 
" What on earth is mission?" talk 

" LOOKING FOR LIGHT" 
Chaplaincy Centre 1-2 pm -
prayer meeting in Seminar Room 
II. 
CHAPLAINCY CENTRE 
1.10pm 
Sixth Level (:ommon Room, KB. 
Stone Masonary Arches in the 
Modern World. 

TUE 3 MAR 
EU MODERN DANCE SOCIETY 
Chambers St. Ballroom 
Contemporary 6.125-7.15 pm. 
Modern - general class at 7.30· 
8.30 pm. £1 .50. 
EU HISTORY SOC 
Kirkpatrick Library WRB 
6.30pm 
Dr Sian Reynolds 
EU FOLK SOC 
7pm 
Pleasance 
Weekly meeting . 
EU SCOTTISH NATIONALIST 
PARTY 
7.30pm 
Executive Room, Pleasance 
With Bill Morrison (PPC for Leith; 
on " Poverty". 
" LOOKING FOR LIGHT" 
Beanstalk Drama Group 
Rm 270, Old College 1-2 pm 

WED 4 MAR EU DEBATES SOC 
George Square Theatre 
6.15pm MATURE STUDENTS - Atten-
Question Time Event - chaired tion Chaplaincy Centre, Seminar 
by Margo MacDonald · • Alex Room 2 2-3.30 pm 
Fletcher MP, Denis Canavan BAHA'I SOCIETY 
MP, Gordon Wilson MP - all on Adam Ferguson Bu ild ing, Room 

-the firing range. 10 -
1 pm 

EU POLITICS SOC. Weekly Bread and Cheese 
Faculty room North DHT lunches. 
1 pm LAGS 
Malcolm Rifkind MP Sommerville Room, 

· OVERSEAS STUDENTS CENTRE The Pleasance 
Buccleuch Place 8 pm 
8.30 pm MEETING WITH THE EDIN-
German Karneval BURGH BISEXUAL GROUP 

s A T 2 8 F E B ~-~~E: BANANA CLUB 

Potterrow 

CHAMBERS STREET UNION 
Open till 11 

TEVIOT UNION 
12.15am 
Usual stuff. 

STUDENT AID CEiUDH 
8pm . 
Chaplaincy Centre 
In aid of "Save the children 
Fund·" £1 .50 at the door. 

Bring your own records - happy 
hour 8.30-9.30 pm 

LIBERAL CLUB 
Teviot Balcony Room 
1 pm 
" Czechoslovakia : A personal 
view" 
" LOOKING FOR LIGHT" 
Kirkpatrick Library, Old College 
1-2 pm - 'The Answer' . 

FAMOUS 
Venue 
Formerly known as The Red 
Smithereens but they still play the 
same boring, forgettable songs. 

TED HAWKINS AND 
ANDY WHITE 
Queen's Hall 
7.30 pm; £4.50 
Jn case you' re wondering, Ted is a 
brilliant, recently discovered blues: 
singer who performs a rather 
dodgy selection of songs. 

EU MADRIGAL GROUP 
Reid Concert Hall 
7.45 pm; £2 
Michael Tilmouth directs Music of 
the Chapels Royal. 

FRl27FEB 

BREAKFAST OF CHAMPIONS 
Potterrow 

. 10 pm; Free 
Ex-members of Phyne Thanx. No, 
that doesn't mean anything to me 
either! All I know is that they are 
one of those dodgy bands that 
Potterrow seems to get now and 
again. 

MAKOS SA 
Preservation Hall 
£1 after 9.30 pm 
Competent and highly enjoyable 
reggae band. 

BILLY JONES 
Teviot 
10 pm; Free 
Pop/folk covers from wee BJ . 

JOHNNY COPELAND 
Queen's Hall 
9 pm; £2.50 
Jazz with Johnny "Texan Guitar" 
Copeland. 

ORGAN RECITAL 
McEwan Hall 
1.10 pm; Free 
Dennis Townhill performs works 
by Leighton and Bach. 

SNO 
Usher Hall 
7.30 pm; £2-£8.80 
Music by Ravel , Mahler and Ber
lioz conducted by Matthias 
Barner!. 

SAT28FEB 

TOTAL AND THE BOSTONS 
Preservation Hall 
2 pm; Free 

ZERO ZERO 
Preservation Hal l 
£1 after 9.30 pm 
Described as a slick and profes· 
sional HM group. Well , I th ink that 
says it all! 

SUN 1 MAR 

f AM WHITE AND THE DEXTERS 
Preservation Hall 
£1after9 pm 
Ten-piece raunchy rhythm 'n' 
blues band attheir regular Sunday 
slot. 

BILLY JONES 
Lord Darnley 
9.30 pm; Free 
Pop/folk 

CLEMENTI COMPANY 
St Cecilia's Hall 
7.45pm; £2 
Classical flute, boxwood clarinet 
and fortepiano are the original 
instruments used in this concert of 
18th century music by Vanhal, 
Clementi, C-P. E. Bach, Stamitz 
and Weber. 

C£NCRASTUS 25TH ISSUE 
CELEBRATION CEILIDH 
Cafe Royal Bistro 
7 .30 pm-12 midnight; Free 
An evening of music, song, 
speeches and poetry with Sorley 
Maclean, Gus MacDonald, Liz 
Loch head, Margaret Bennett, Nor
man MacCaig and John McGrath 
among others. All welcome. 

MON 2 MAR 

BLUES 'N' TROUBLE 
Venue 
Hard working, critically acclaimed 
but ultimately boring blues band. 

JESSE GARDON AND 
THE DESPERADOES 
MEAT WHIPLASH 
FIZZ BOMBS 
BABY LEMONADE 
Onion Cellar 
9.30 pm 
The Onion Cellar seems to be aim
ing at quantity not quality with 
tonight's line-up of entertainment. 
But as far as I'm concerned, four 
crap, tuneless groups do not make 
for an enjoyable evening. 

TUE 3 MAR 

SPLASH ME l'M DROWNING 
Venue 
Local pop group. 

DRIVING SIDEWAYS 
Preservation Hall 
9 pm; Free 
Rhythm 'n' blues. 

CONCERT BY STUDENTS OF 
THE FACULTY OF MUSIC 
Reid Concert Hall 
1.10pm; Free 

WED 4 

THE BATFISH BOYS 
Venue 

MAR 

In the List it says they are in the 
Zodiac Mindwarp mould. Your 
guess is as good as m ine! 

BILLY JONES 
Queen Margaret College 
9 pm; 50p 
Pop/folk. 

NB - All Univents to be in by 1 
pm on Tues. (t the very latest). 
Alternative put a note in the vari
ous red Student boxes dotted 
around the Union Shops. Uni
vents should be put in the week 
prior to the event you wished 
publcised. 

WHATS ON STAFF LIST 

ALM Fran Hughes, Jo Lurie 
THEATRE Lorna Henderson 
EXHIBIS Sandra Catto 
UNIVENTS Linda Kerr, 

Sandra Catto 

MUSIC Ral h Hassel ren 
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ARIS 

Towards tragedy 

"The would-be-starlet-harlot Gloria.'' photo: Tony Seagrove 

NIGHTMOTHER 
Bedlam; 1 lth feb. 

" If you want a manicure before 
I go you better get your hands 
washed .. . " 

This Wednesday's lunchtime 
was an outstandingly professional 
production by Cathy McNair and 
Andrea Johnson of Marsha Nor
man 's "Night Mother". 

The play exploits the intimacy 
of a mother-daughter relationship 
to present a poignant exploration 
of motives and objections to 
suicide. The sophisticated set 
amply demonstrated the medioc
rity and clatter of small town life 
in 'outback ' US. The contrast of 
this and the ultimate nature of the 
question being dealt with 
emphasized the way in which 
people bolster themselves up with 
the trivial because like Thelma , 
the mother they are afraid of 
death. 

EXHIBS 
KAVKA 
369 Gallery ; until 28th Feb 

If Ian Hughes ever becomes a 
great and famous painter, art his
torians of future generations are 
going to revel in chasing up all the 
obscure refe rences to Kafka in his 
paintings. H ughes' knowledge of 
the author is extensive enough for 
him to waltz through the ·· 
specialised subject section of 

· 'Mastermind' . However most of 
the people who visit this exhibi
tion will not understand the 
myriad allusions to Kafka and his 
writings - does this matter? Can 
the paintings stand on their own as 
objects? The answer has to be yes. 

Though there is nothing par
ticularly new here , Hughes is an 
artist who really knows how to use 
paint . Confident choice of strong 
acid colours, applied in broad 
strokes and thick impasto, make 
an immediate impact on the eye. 
And yet this is by no means let-it
all-hang-out expressionsm 
each painting is controlled by a 
strong simple image which gives 
the works a stable centre. 

The paintings seem to go 
through many stages of develop
ment, the patterns of paint on the 

But Thelma recognises the limi
tations pf life:"! don' t know what 
I'm here for, but I don't think 
about it." In her attempts to dis
suade her daughter Jesse from 
committing suicide, she moves 
between serious concern and mat
riarchal reproach. Nicole's highly 
entertaining performance as 
Thelma brought out the bitter 
humour arising from the juxtapos
ition of the desperately serious 
and the hopelessly mundane 
("you can ' t use my towels" as her 
daughter prepares to kill herself) . 

Sophie Chalk, as Jesse, 
achieved an air of resignation 
without detachment that enabled 
he r to deliver her arguments con
vincingly and strengthe ned the 
impact of a lucidity that was hard 
to question . Both she and Nicole 
were unusually successful in their 
portrayal of age. 

However valid any reasoning 
may appear to be, not even her 
mother can den Jesse the ri ht to , 

picture "The Slaughtered Ox" 
make very different shapes from 
the final image that covers them. 

. Some stages are barely discerni
ble; it had to be pointed out to me 
that one canvas had had photo
graphs stuck all over it before the 
paint was applied. 

Hughes makes a lot of use of 
found objects in his paintings , and 
likes to vary the surface texture by 
mixing paint with other sub-

DRAMA 
THE BEAUTIFUL AND 
THE DAMNED 
Bedlam; until 21st Feb 

Almost two hours after 
schedule, and the full-bodied 
strains of John Elliott 's vibrant 
jazz band take the chill of an icy 
Bedlam dress rehearsal, setting a 
mood of warm exuberance that 
swiftly gives way to the forebod
ing discord of Max Richeter's 
score for viola "llnd cello. The mus
ical dichotomy underlines the ten
·sion that pervades The Beautiful 
and the Damned. Angus McFa
dyen has adapted Scott 
Fitzgerald's second novel for the 
stage with what he describes as "a 
movement towards modern 
tragedy', focusing sharply upon 
the fall of the two protagonists, 
and employing the other charac
ters as a highly effective quasi
chorus. 

Adapting any novel for the 
stage is an onerous iask, always 

assess her own experience of 
everything from " me and you to 
Red China", and reject it. The 
sense of self-determination show
ed in this analogy: "You've 
got another 50 blocks to go , but 11 
you've had enough of the ride, 
you can just get off." As her 
milkman remarks: "l:.veryone's 
got their idea of a vacation ." 

Cathrine Fellows 

SEMPRONIO 
Adam House; until 21st Feb 

The revital ised EU Hispanic 
Studies Society opens its new 
programme with Augustin Cuz
zani's Sempronio. Set in South 
America it tells of what happens 
to an old man , Sempronio, when 
he discovers that he has become 
radio-active. However far from 
being a danger to his fami ly and 
friends he is able to put his new 
ac uired owers to constructive 

stances such as earth or hair. 
Twigs a~ another favourite mate
rial - their hard brittle shapes 
contrasting with the slick paint. 

Even if there is a tendency to 
over-dramatise , (almost every 
face is outlined in bright , gory 
red) the paintings remain exciting 
and repay long study . 

Fly 

difficult and frequently less than 
rewardi.ng. Reading demands a 
creative effort of the imaginat ion; 
theatre transfe rs much of this 
responsibility o nto the actor , who 
must supply credibili ty where· 
once imagination had sufficed. 
Bare, intimate, naturalism , the 
perogative of fi lm , is rarely suc
cessful on the stage; theatre must 
go fu rther effectively to create the 
desired illusion . Too often, T he 
Beautiful and the Damned does 
not go far enough; "realistic" 
novelistic dialogue wilts sadly in 
the bright glare of the stage lights, 
conflicing with the sense of anima
tion achieved in the sk ilful direc
tion o f the versatile chorus , which 
rel ies heavily, and effectively, 
upon the intelligent use of drama
tic license. 

At times, then, we are too close 
to the action; at others , strangely 
distanced, forced to pan in and 
out like confused fi lm camera
men . Any ritualistic sense of 
tragedy is dissipated by the 
cinematic leaps that splinter the 
action , while the relationship bet
ween the two.protagonists is never 

use. 

We see him at:ting as a socket 
into which his wife and family plug 
the kettle , the iron and even the 

Radioactive 

transistor. (Arm up to raise the 
volume, arm down to lower it ; 
thus addi n a whole new meanin 

CLASSICAL 
SNO 
Usher Hall ; 13th Feb 

Most of the audience at the 
Usher H all last Friday had proba
bly turned up to hear Beethoven's 
Piano Concerto No. 3. If so they 
were not disappointed as Jon 
Kimura Parker gave a sensitive 
yet powerful account of this work. 
However musically the high point 
of the evening came in the first 
half of the concert with a fine per
formance, under the direction of 
Sir Alexander Gibson , of the 
recent composition Sunset Song. 
This work, by the 36 year old 
Glaswegian composer William 
Sweeny, was commissioned by the 
STUC in memory of the late 
Jimmy Milne. 

Sunset Song, by Lewis Grassie 
Gibbon , is one of the most impor
tant and powerful of works writ
ten in Scotland this century. It 
tells the tale of the demise of the 
cottars of the North East in the 
face of the onslaughts of the First 
World War and the progress of 
capitalism. Jimmy Milne was 
STUC General Secretary from 
1975 until his death in 1986. This 
was a period which arguably saw a 
destruction of trade union and 
working class power every bit as 
real as that suffered by Gibbon's 

~arm m convincing enough in 
itself to impart any sense of unit 
or for us to regret its passing. r~; 
is a cold world , too cold for us t 
become involved . 0 

A shaky structure, it seems but 
one made firm by a strong ' ca 
who skilfully giveilesh and bloo~ 
to this sadly hunchbacked skele
ton. Sophie Needham stands out 
for her defiant portrayal of the 
egocentnc would-be starlet-harlot 
Gloria , while Rowan Somerville 
as the ill-fated Anthony , and the 
supporting cast of Tom Bradby 
Sophie White , Aileen McFarlan ' 
phi! Robertson , and James Wa1'. 
lace shine in a variet of roles 
Shrewd direction and the infecti
ously atmospheric music of Elliott 
and Richter further com~ine to 
animate the play, which even at 
the dress rehearsal stage was a 
piece of polished theatre 
struggling to sparkle. ' 

Michael Wright 

• The Beautiful and the Damned is 
going to Stirling as part of EUTC's 
contribution to the Scottish Stu
dent Drama Festival. It playson 
25th and 26th Feb. 

to the word radio-active). How
ever as the old saying goes all 
good things must come to an end, 
especially if there is a grey-
heared, radio-active South 
American involved. The 
authorities get wind of Sem
pronio's talents and he is whisked 
off to a secret laboratory where he 
is put on a diet of stamps from 
Hiroshima and con taminated 
clothes from Sellafield. There is, 
fortunately , a happy end ing. 

Such a plot lends itself to a 
wealth of special effects and these 
are cleverly exploited . Con
sequently what non-Spanish 
speakers may lose in the language 
is easily made up for by the play's 
wild presentation. Thecase for the 
positive use of radio-activity is put 
across with a smile rather than a 
sledge-hammer. 

Paul Quinn 

crofters and so the use of Sunset 
Song .;as a highly appropriate 
theme with which to commemo· 
rate a trade unionist. 

The work begins with a solo 
horn arrangement of an old Czech 
song of disappointed love "Ore~~ 
I have sowed, Red I shall Reap · 
From there the music goes on to 
explore the harsh rhythms of life 
on the land which resolves mto a 
haunting arrangement of ."The 
Floo'ers of the Forest. I hen 

af;er an ai ry string section, front 
Cloud Howe , the harsh rhythms 
return this time for the factory 
life of Gray Granite until they tood 

. · g melo Y give way to the sorrowin 
of the concluding passag~- . f r 

This is a triple lament. 0 

Jim;,,y Milne himself, fo( the ~~d 
sing of the old rural Scotland dust· 
for the passing of modern inland. 
rial Scotland . . . on ly the 
and perhaps art , enduresc. Styles 

Scott · 

BOOKS 
BOUGHT AND SOLD 

CASH PAW 

• 
TILL'S BOOKSHOP 

1 Hope Park crescent 
(Buttleudl Stred) 

6670895 



Helping the writer 
~McGrath, author of Kora, was appointed Associate 
L'terary Director of the Lyceum last summer. His role is 
t 

1 
encourage new playwrighting in Scotland. Andrew 

5°parrow asked him how he did it. 

Artists can never guarantee to 
live off their work. but at least a 

·nter or a poet, given the mate
p_ails can produce a finished pro-
na , . h 
duct. A playwng t cannot even 

anage that. Un less he can find 
:tors and a directo r to bring ~i s 
play alive, it will remain anaemic, 
lifeless and , arguably, useless. 

works as a literary anthropologist. 
"!receive a lot of alienated plays, 
as I call them. Lots of them are 
about drug taking, landlords and 
studen_ts . They have deliberately 
obnoxious factors built into them. 
It 's _obviously the consequence of 
deep and desperate social aliena
tion produced by unemployment 
and the overall political si tua'
tion ." 

popular work . Does it matter if it 
is not intellectual? "Not at this 
stage, no." 

Although the Royal Lyceum 
funds part of McGrath 's post, he 
is independan t. It seems a happy 
arrangement although the 
Lyceum represents a totally diffe
rent kind of theatre to that which 
McGrath is trying to develop. 
They present "classic" plays from 
the international repertoire, 
adopting an interpretive approach 
as in classical music . 

Last year the Scottish Arts 
Council and the Royal Lyceum 
Theatre set up the p9st of 
A sociate Literary Director at the 
L~ceum specifically to help 
playwrights. Tom McGrath 
whose last play Kora was well 
received at the Traverse , has been 
in the post since last summer. His 
role is to read scripts from new 
playwrights, advise the authors , 
and bring them nearer to the pos
sibility of being produced. 

You would expect someone in 
charge of stimulating new play
wrighting in Scotland to impose 
his own artistic standards from 
above. But McGrath shows no 
interest in that at all. He's not 
obsessed by quality , either. His 
overriding concern is to enable 
young playwrights to find a voice. 
He seems to play the role of a 
benigh English teacher. For this 
role, his toothy grin, his bald head 
and his friendly, talkative manner 
amply qualify him . 

Tom McGrath- he s~ms to play the role of a benign English teacher. 

McGrath dislikes this approach 
for two reasons. "I get annoyed at 
the idea of the great individual 
writers who appeared out of 
nothing. It 's not like that. They 
never appea r out of nothing. If 
you look at the career of someone 
like Chekov, the majority of 
theatre directors in Scotland 
would have taken absolute ly no 
interest in him in the ea rly phases 
of his career. 

·"I receive a lot of alien
ated plays .. . It's obvi
ously the consequence of 
deep and desperate social 
alienation produced by 
unemployment and the 
overall political situa- · 
tion." 

McGrath does not see himself 
as a talent spotter , looking for a 
genius or a script that could earn 
the Lyceum a fortune (Although 
he acknowledges that it would be 
nice to find one). He defines his 
role in a diffe rent way. 

"I thin k of myself as an 
anthropologist, looking at an 
artefact created by a people and I 
ask myself: 'This is an expression 
of a. people - what does it mean?' 
It could be that their form of 
expression is misguided and 
wrong. But the first approach has 
to be to let it appear and be seen, 
even if it is only at the low level of 
being read . Just making it visible 
is one of my principles at the 
moment. " 

McGrath categorises the script 
he receives revealin how he 

CLASSICAL 
sco 
Queen's Hall; 21st Feb 

Ned Rorem, in the programme 
notes fo r his own violin concerto , 
recalls a scene in the film 
Humoresque. When Joan Craw- . 
ford , a stylish dilettante , is asked 
What music she likes , she replies 
simply: "Some symphonies , all 
concertos." 
, Just how comprehensive a term 
Concerto' is was demonstrated 

on Saturday, with the juxtaposi
~on of Bach's Violin Concerto in 

minor (written around 1720) 
and Ned Rorem's Violin Con
certo (1984). 

Jaime Laredo conductor and 
SOioist, .didn 't se~m to encounter 
any difficulties in making such a 
~i3st leap . Apart from a couple of 

1Ps m the Bach he gave sound 
llerformanceson·both pieces , tak-
ing ad f h ~ . 
1 vantage o t e oppoftllt11ty 
. or greater traditional expression 
in Rorem's six movements. 'The 
syncopated percussion part came 

Like everyone's favourite 
English teacher , he wants the best 
for his 'pupils'. " In terms of pro
jecting new writing, the psychol
ogy can be changed. Too often the 
psychology is 'Here's something. 
Here are his or her weaknesses . 
How can we help to put it right. ' I 
would like to change that to 
'Here's somebody who has qual
ities, who has expressed some
thing, who has got an interest in 
it.' What have they got to offer? 
What can they tell us?" 

"I get annoyed at the idea 
of the great individual 
writers who appeared 
out of nothing. It's not 
like that. They never 
appear out of nothing." 

McGrath receives about five 

ble for the amateur stage or radio 
he sends in the appropriate direc
tion . Otherwise he looks for 
potential." I look to see if here's an 
area of interest. It might be the 
quality of the dialogue, it might 
just be a speech, it might be the 
subject matter. Things like that." 

"That's what I see as the 
problem with the inter
national repertoire of 
great masterpieces. They 
are works of art which 
have been detached from 
their social origins." 

He uses different ploys for 
scripts from different areas. In 
Edinburgh here have been a lot of 
play readings organised by the 
Edinburgh Playwrights Work
shop. So McGrath tries to take the 
plays nearer to the production 
stage. "I try and give that one a 
push and get it through into life , 
and get that writer circulating, 
and get that writer known and 
viewed and involved somewhere or 
other, whether it be in theatre or 
in tv or in community arts or what 

ever." 

scripts a we.ek and reads them all Theatre Workshops are 
himself. He does not waste time another ploy. In here , profes
with the worst ones which he sional actors , with a director , per
rejects straight away. ("As sym- form scenes from a playwright 's 
pathetically as possible.") It 's dif- script. These allow playwrights to 
ficult to imagine him doing other- judge how their play will work in 
wise). Plays which might be suita- , rformance a work it. 

across well in the latter , but the 
brass section never seemed com
fortable with the florid trumpet 

Jaime Laredo 
The programme opened with 

Rossini 's Overture for The Italian 
Girl in Algiers , which was played 
efficiently enough , and closed 
with Beethoven's Eighth Sym
phonmy. After an impressive first 
movement , the second became 
rather stilted and rhythmically 
tonal , but the finale overcame 
touches of raggedness to close the 
concert in rutnbustious fashion. 

Colin Hancock 

SNO/EROS 
Usher Hall; 20th Feb 

Brahm's Requiem, unlike say 
Mozart's Requiem , is not a setting 
of the words of the mass, but 
rather of a coll ection of various 
passages from Luther's German 
translation of the Bible. Brahms 
was not a particularly religious 
person and he chose a Biblical lib
retto more as framework upon 

·which to hang his own personal 
reactions to the eternal paradox 
death rather than as an act of · 
faith. 

It is always difficult to bring 
new life to a work as well known 
as the Requiem yet the concert 
began well enough with the open
ing section well handled , and the 
second section , beginning 'For as 
flesh is like grass ... ' manifesting 
a massive quiet power. However 
as the performance proceeded 
Peter Eros' interpretation seemed 
increasingly ponderous and lack
ing subtlety. This was all the more 
disappointing that SNP Chorus 
were teahnically near faultless , 
doing all that was asked of them 
by Eros: unfortunately simply not 
enough was asked of them. Of the 

"To some extent this is what a · 
word processor is to a writer. This 
is a theatre processor idea." In 
April, there will be a series of 
workshops lasting fo r a week at 
the Lyceum. 

In Glasgow there are a lot of 
young writers who have never had 
a play reading. McGrath is trying 
to set these up . He is establishing 
the Clockwork Theatre at the 
Gordon's Hill Technical Training 
College as a base, where he can 
meet playwrights and hold read
ings. 

Would these developments 
change the way people thought 
about theatre? What did he hope 
to achieve? 

"I'm trying to develop an audi
ence. I'm very involved in that, to 
the extent of trying to find a new 
format. If we could find some
thing as fas as a poetry reading, as 
direct as a pqetry reading , if you 
could have the equivalent for 
theatre it would be really useful. " 

"To some extent this is 
what a word processor is 
to a writer. This is a 
theatre processor idea." 

By audience, McGrath means a 
popular audience. He recognises 
that most theatre is inaccessible to 
ordinary people .and, when he 
stages his event at the Lyceum in 
A ril, intends to ut on blatant! 

two soloists the soprano Barbara 
Bonney was a delight giving a per
formance that was as lucid as it 
was warm. On the other hand 
baritone Stephen Roberts seemed 
to lack commitment which 

''Making it visible is one of 
my principles at the 
moment." 

"The other thing , and this is so 
galling, I wrote Kora for the 
Traverse very much as a realistic 
play. It was very much based on 
research information and 
documentation , very much 
inspired by a need to have an 
objectivity within the work , to 
have the work influenced by real 
life. Although the play has been a 
success and is being done again . 
Many of the London critics took a 
snooty view of it; they thought 
here was something wrong in 
doing plays that way. 

"But in fact Chekhov 
approached lots of his work that 
way. But ihey don't see Chekhov 
that way. They see him purely in 
an art context. That's what I see as 
the problem with the interna
tional repertoire of great master
pieces. They are works of art 
which have been totally detached 
from their social origins. " 
films 

Tom McGrath manages to com
bine the roles of literary 
anthropologist, benign English 
teacher and Lyceum subversive
in-residence with apparent ease. 
Although not an earnest or impas
sioned man, he clearly takes his 
role seriously. Others should as 
well. 

detracted from his undoubtedly 
fine voice . The orchestra seemed 
to be in somewhat lacklustre 
form , the woodwind section in 
particular sounding ,abrasive . 

Scott C. Styles 

A~PLICATIONS ARE INVITED 
FOR THE POST OF 

EDITORIAL ASSISTANT 
OF THE 

STUDENT HANDBOOK 

Applications, in writing, should be made to 
The Convener, 

EUSPB, 
48 Pleasance. 

Closing date for applications: 13th March 1987 . 



Weird Stories • • • 

" ..• and you may find yourself , behind the wheel of a large automobile ..• " 

TRUE STORIES 
FILMHOUSE 

Dir: David Byrne 

True Stories is the latest project 
of David Byrne, lead singer and 
lyric writer of the fairly wonderful 
Talking Heads. Allegedly using 
"true stories" taken from tabloid 
papers and magazines as a base, 
the film is a stot>y of "ordinary 
American folk" in the mythical 
town of Virgil, Texas. 

Byrne, obligatory in any trendy 
dude's vocabulary of "cool per
son", is ·.usually described as a 
wacky, zany, avant-garde , think
ing man's rock star etc. He has 
shown his talent for visuals in Stop 
Making Sense and a succession of 

"There's a Hy on your nose!" 

THE FLY 
ODEON 

Dir: David Cronenberg 

''The life and times of Brundle
Fly; at the very least it will make a 
fabulous children's book." 
Doomed scientific genius Seth 
Brunelle (Jeff Goldblum) obsenes 
his fate with phllosopbical 
hwnour, but Tbe FJyis much mere 
than a wlalmsiall fairy. story. It is 
an intelligent, gripping and at 
times DIOTing interpretation of the 
laaedible Hullr theme. 

Seth Brundle has devoted six 
years of his life dabbling in the· 
mysteries of teleportation , but 
now, as his project approaches its· 

Innovative Talking Heads videos, 
so a move into a full-scale feature 
seems natural. True Stories, how
ever, is still more reminiscent of a 
series of video clips, strung 
together around a common 
centre. 

The film's atmosphere owes a 
lot to the setting of Texas, chosen 
because "it's cheaper to shoot 
there". The vast open landscape is. 
brilliantly photographed and the· 
state's cultural history comes 
through strongly, from the Red 
Indians to the Mexicans and 
Spanish. 

The "plot" is thin and almost 
improvised , the film being 
primarily a vehicle for Byrne to 
show us his very original views of 

climax, an attractive, yuppy jour
nalist, Veronica Quaife (Geena 
Davis) , threatens to betray his 
confidence. Partly to ensure her 
silence (and partly because she is 
very good looking) he enlists her 
as his assistant , and eventual 
)over. 

But when he tries to transport 
himself (having presumably run 
out of his supply of experimental 
baboons) a fly is trapped with him 
In the "telepod".(a designerT.ar
dis), and he and thelly undergo a 
~·genetic-molecular fusion". For a 
time he becomes a physical super
human, but gradually he experi
ences a horrific transmutation, 
and the efforts of his spurned 
lc;iver cannot save this "185-pound 

American life. He deals best in 
the eccentric details of his charac
ters - the most ordinary objects 
and situation are transformed into· 
strange and alien rituals. "Why do 
hot-do)(s come in packs of ten and 
buns in eights or twelve?" asks the 
rich widow who stays in bed all 
day watching TV. " I'm looking 
for matrimony with a couple M," 
says the computer operator with 
the stupendously bad taste in 
dothes. The collage of characters 
and situations is worked into a 
Byrne's eye view of modern 

American life . Byrne's attitude as 
the stranger touring Virgil, almost 
an anthropological investigator , is 
one of intense interest. With an 
air of studied curiosity , he plays, 

fly" from a tragic demise . 
The intensity of the perfor

mances by the leading characters 
add a sense of realism to what is 
essentially a sdence-fiction tale. 
In particular, Jeff Goldblum gives 
a portrayal, at times repulsive and 
ruthless, at times touching and 
humorous , worthy of praise; and 
his tremendous screen presence 
and versatility dominate the film 
throughout. 

The special effects are well used 
in so far as they do not intrude too 
far into the film, and this, together 
with the breathtakingly authentic 
make-up (nominated for an 
.Oscar) , prevent this film from suf
fering the all-too-common fate of 
being turned from a grippingly 
grotesque horror film into a self
parodying bore (viz Ghostbusters, 
The Return of the Living Dead). 

The film is a "remake" of the 
1958 horror classic, but the 
interweaving of the fateful love 
affair (complicated by the some
what clic~ed presence of Ver
onica's jealous ex-lover and 
editor) into the plot gives the film 
much greater scope and should 
consequently appeal to a much 
wider audience. 

Brundle sums it up wrily upon 
emerging from his telepod '. " ls it 
life , or is it Memorex?" It is
indeed a horrifyingly realistic vis' 
ion , which is sure to alter your 
opinion of. what we myopically 
refer to as "science fiction". 

William Dale 

as ever , the intellectual fruitcake. 
(U~fortunately, he doesn 't do any 
of his " unorthodox dancing" in 
this film.) 

I found myself wondering just 
what Byrne's attitude was to his 
beloved fellow-Americans. ls he 
revelling in the "crazy" things 
~hey seem to get up to or is he dis
turbed by it? Some parts of the· 
film suggest contempt for the 
·people who need special music for 
shopping-centres and have to 
advertise for wives on TV. · 
"Puzzlin ' Evidence" shows a soci
ety mystified by its power and 
:Unable to halt its own military· 
machine , while "City of Dreams" 
talks of the stifling by the Ameri
.can Dream of the cultures in 
Texas. 

But let's not get too serious. 
Talking Heads' fans will love it as 
.a translation onto film of all that is 
endearing about Byrne et al , 
while the uninitiated should 
expect the unexpected . It may be 
slightly contrived or strained at 
times but True Stories is entertain
ing, hilariously funny and has 
some great music, from the rock 
thrash of "Love for Sale" to more 
Latin-influenced material like 
"Papa Legba" . Love it or hate it 
(and you can interpret this film in 
virtually any way you want) it 's 
certainly not the assembly-line 
1980s Topcrocdilegoldengun
childdundee formula crap. Go 
and see for yourself. 

A Brown 

True Stories begins at the Fil
mhouse on -the 26th while The Fly 
starts at the Odeon on the 27th . 

''What a ·load of Belushi!" 

ABOUT LAST NIGHT 4 
FILMHOUSE -
Dir: Edward Zurick -Cliche-ridden, empty a;;;tt;;;; 
long. I cannot understand why th 
Filmhouse have decided to resu ~ 
rect this mediocre film. Fema~e 
fans of "sexy" Rob Lowe Will lov 
it, the rest of us will be mor: 
amused by the narrowness of his 
range as an actor. 
The plot , b'ased on David Marn. 
et's play "Sexual Perversity in 
Chicago", concerns the develop
ment and eventual break-up of 
the relationship between Danny 
(1:-owe) and Debbie (Demi 
Moore) . Unfortunately, due to 
the lack o_f character develop
ment, we fail to relate to their con
cerns and have no interest in their 
destinies. 

Lowe and Moore, both 
graduates of the Brat Pack school 
of acting, contrast effectively but 
fa il to convey the essence of their 
emotional conflict. The film's sav. 
ing grace is Jim Belushi's perfor
mance as Bernie, the worldly wise 
slob and confidante of Lowe, who 
gives the film a much-needed kick 
up the backside whenever he 
appears . 

Towards the end , Moore says· 
to Lowe, "We had nothing" . This 
is not only the major problem with 
their relationship , but also with 
the film . 

Roddy McLean 

Student did in fact review About 
Last Night last term. Since the Fil
mhouse is resurrecting it, though, 
we decided to take another brief 
look at it. Our opinion hasn't 
changed much. 

CHIEFTAIN EXPRESS TRAVEL 
DEP. EDINBURGH -WATERLOO PLACE 2215 

DEP. LONDON - TRAVELLERS CHECK-INN WOODBURN 
PLACE 2215 

NIGHTLY SERVICE 

EDINBURGH To LONDON 
ONL V £14.00 RETURN £8.00 SINGLE 

ALSO NEWCASTLE £6.00 RET. £3.50 SINGLE 
LEEDS/DONCASTER £10.00 RET. £6.00 SINGLE 

031- 443 2284 
OR CONTACT YOUR STUDENT TRAVEL CENTRE 

EDINBURGH Dep 
BERWICK ON TWEED 
NEWCASTLE 
LEEDS 
DONCASTER 
TODDINGTDN 
~ONDON - Arr. 

S'bound 
2215 
2330 
0035 
0215 
0345 
0555 
0700 

arr. 

dep. 

N'gfiond WATERLOO PLACE 
0545 JET STATION (Bridg~~TION 
0440 HAYMARKETBUSS TAT. 
0300 Outside DUKE ST. BTUA~tN 
0130 SOUTHERNBUSS . 

~~~~ RUSSEl:l. SQUARE 

Child's Fare Conversion Table 
Where Adult fare is Child fare is 

£2.50 £1 .75 
£4.00 £2.75 
£5.00 £3.50 
£8.00 £5.50 

£9.00 (or £9.501 £6.00 
£12.00 £8.00 
£15.00 £10.00 
£22.00 £14.00 
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·The Soap Bubble 
--------~ -~~ ...... ~ 

Barry Grant: the sexiest 
man in Britain today? 

British people no longer t?lk 
about the weather. In the past f1v_e 

rs soap opera mama has hit 
yea , . 1·k 
the country, with .characters 1 _ e 
Lofty Bobby Ewing and Sheila 
Gran; becoming quite as real to us 
as the Queen or N_orman Tebb1t. 
Instead of worrying about our 
neighbours, to whom a passing 
hello is often the limit of familiar
ity, we worry about 'Chelle's baby 
or Karen Grant's A-level results. 
Public feeling is so strong that 
soap villains have been attacked 
in the street , and there was nearly 
a riot at Dartmoor Prison when 
the TV fizzled out before a cliff
hanging episode of the illustrious 
East End drama. 

Pity, then, the poor old script-

Paul Collins: his son's gay, 
his daughter ran off with the 
hooligan from next door and 
now he's got a dog that pees 
evervwhere ... 

writers . int pressure to create 
new and more dramatic happen
ings for characters who have 
already had at least eight lovers , 
three abortions , a couple of near 
fatal 'plane crashes , a spell in jail , 
a heroin overdose and a sex 
change, at least, must be pretty 
stunning. Phil Redmond is sca
thing of the unrealistic sen
sationalism that can exist in soap: 

"It's impossible to try and main
tain this headlong quest for drama 
that soaps like Eastenders try to 
achieve. They're stepping into the 
escalatory drama problem, which 
is bad because it's always top that, 
top that , and then, of course" (a 
wry smile appears) "it's all a 
dream." (For all you ignorant 
non-Dallas watchers out there, 
Phil is here referring to the desp
erate hacks who brought Bobby 
Ewing back from ' the dead, with 
the literary cop-out that it was all a 
dream.) 
. "But, having said that, when we· 

did the mundane, everyday things 
for a long time, people just didn't 
Watch it. Every now and then Y?u 
need a highlight as a counterpoint 
to the rest of the drama. The 
danger lies in where to draw _the 
hne. In Brookside, the siege irfPat 
and Terry's house was the · 1~e, 
and that's our kind of yardstick. 
You only do one siege, one Sheila 

This week, Features is entirely devoted to Soap Opera . Here, Prue Jeffreys went to 
Brookside to talk to Phil Redmond, Deviser and now Executive Producer of Channel 
Four's most consistent and successful programme ... 

Grant rape. One big story a year is 
enough; they get the viewing 
figures up. Then after the drama 
you have to rehabilitate the audi
ence back to normality , and the 
mundane, boring aspects of life." · 

So, given that Brookside deals 
with normality, how relevant to 
our society does Phil think it is: 

"When I started Brookside, I 
said that I'd like it to be more 
relevant than, say, Crossroads, 
and use the form of soap as a con
tinuing social communication. I 
think Brookside is relevant , but 
that needs to be qualified by say
ing that it is all fiction and its prim
ary role is entertainment. But 
within that fictional parameter -
if these characters were real , if the 
situations were real - this is how 
they would react, and that's where 
the reality comes in, trying to 
make that interpretation as real as 
possible. " 

unemployment as they are here. 
This business about the North
South divide is not true at all -
it's metropolitan-provincial , 
that's the split." 

"The press and TV seem to be 
centreg in London, so you get a 
metropolitan view about every
thing, even things like Westland 
and Pilkington's have suddenly 
become events of the city when in 

beliefs of the artist: 
"I'd gone through my sort of 

Play for Today phase, y'know; 
trying to write the great social 
essay, realising that you're losmg 
out on an audience of about four 
million . I think as a contemporary 
dramatist it's important to try to 
get to as many peol'le as possible. 
There's no point m wntmg the 
greatest masterpiece on earth 1f 

Walking around Brookside 
Close, the frontier between illu
sion and reality becomes increas
ingly hazy. (Mind you, you're 
lucky if you get past the Fort Knox 
type security. My flatmate wasn't 
allowed in because she hadn't 
been "cleared". I think they 
thought she was a spy from Eas
tenders.) Brookside is unique in 
that the set consists of real houses , 
not just cardboard cutou!s like 
Eastenders, so the whole place bas 
got a proper community feel to it, 
which comes across in the prog
ramme. 

Phil Redmond: "Each character is a human being with an imperfect 
but very real personality.'' 

Terry bounced into the room in fact they're absolutely not. Pil
his two-tone kagoul and trainers kington's was employing about 
(yes, girls, he's just as sexy in real 30,000 people · down the road 
life as he is in the programme). here, but the media don't repre-

"Hiya, I'm just off to buy a new sent it like that, they see it as some 
car. It's like the Collinses. " The sort of power play within the city 
security guards smile sympatheti- of London." 
cally and shake their heads: This is obviously something 

"We call him doughball Phil feels strongly about. I ask.ed 
because of the lump between his him what he thought Brookside 
ears· .... " Billy Corkhill was wa~- did for the image of Liverpool: 
dering around looking troubled (1t "The philosophy is th?t we do 
must be the thought of living in not deliberately go out filming in 
Tunbridge Wells). A couple of the back streets of Liverpool, 
people drove past in Harry ------------, 
Cross's psychedelic car · · · 

Phil Redmond started life on a 
council estate about a mile from 
Brookside. After training as a 
quantity surveyor, he got bored 
with the work , so in 1972 he 
decided to abandon his career, 
sign on the dole , and "see if I 
could write". His success snow
balled and he is now renowned 
nation~lly. Despite this, he still 
feels a strong loyalty to Liverpool 
and his roots, although he quickly 
dispelled a popular belief about 
the programme: 

"It's not a soap opera about 
Liverpool , that's a mistake many 
commentators and academics 
make. It just happens to b~ set !n 
Livetj>ool, but it 's about Br:ita1~ m 
the '80s and we could lift this th1~g 
up - like British Airwars do m 
the adverts _ and drop 1t some
where else. " 

Surely the . emphasis on 
unemployment 1s particularly reg
ional, I said. I'd obvim~sly asked 
the wrong question. Phtl got very 
heated and perked up on . his 
leather sofa (he was havmg a bit of 
trouble with his back so that was 
no easy task): 

"If you travel around the coun
try , you find a hell of a lot of 
people unemployed. If you put a 
compass on the map and say, dr_aw 
a 40-inile radius round Channg 
Cross, outside that radius people 
are jµst as concerned about 

Billy: '"Listen, Doreen, I'm 
going to have to fiddle the 
'leccy'' Corkhill 

because someone has always got 
there before you. We're tryin.g to 
show that Merseyside is no diffe
rent; no better, no worse , t~a,n 
anywhere else. On balance ti s 
probably got a lot more good than 
bad and by constant exposure 
over the years, that's what we do 
for Merseyside. We do get people 
coming from N far away as the 
Isle of Wight to come and see the 
Close. I've got letters from pe?ple 
saying they never realised Liver
pool was so nice. It's like .wh~t 
Hollywood's done for Amenca. 

The question as to how far soap 
opera can be seen ~ ~n art form 
arose. Phil feels that 1t 1s, and that 
it is a useful way of promoting the 

no one sees it. The growth of art is 
by criticism. But in the end we're 
here to get audience ratings for 
Channel Four, and if we don't, 
we' re not doing our job." 

But you must see it as some
thing predominantly creative, I 
asked, disillusioned: 

"Well, it is and it isn't. It's like 
playing sport, you know the rules 
of the game and within those 
parameters you try and do the 
best you can, that's when people 
start using words like artist." 

I felt sure we were getting a lit
tle to serious here , so to alleviate 
the tone I started to probe about 
future episodes. I should h_ave 
known better. Phil's face set m a 
slightly hostile pose as the defence 
barriers came crashmg down . 

However, I did 
manage to ascertain a few inside 
secrets, but don't get too excited: 
e Brookside is going on stage. It 

opens in Liverpool in the sum
mer. 

e Doreen Corkhill will shortly be 
going down to Tunbridge 
Wells to see Billy. She can't 
cope without him. Grandma is 
moving in to look after Our 
Trace and Rod, when he comes 
home at the weekends. 

e The house with the "for sale" 
sign in the window is the caf
eteria. The tea is foul. 

e AIDS is going to hit Brookside 
AND it won't be Gordon (he's 
gay) who gets it. Phil thinks 
this is too obvious. The sec
urity guards suggested Bobby 
Grant. I think Sheila should be 
told. I asked Phil about this: 

"We want to research the topic 
properly - we think it is an issue 
that should be discussed, espe
cially as it hasn't been explained 
very clearly by the Government 
campaign. And when we've found 
out the truth about it , rather than 
this distorted view that comes 
through the media =- well, we'll 
probably pack our bags and 

Karen Grant: Brookside's 
answer to Lucy Ewing. 

leave . .. " 
What do you think of the Gov

ernment campaign? 
"l think they did the best they 

could, but they're prevented from 
doing certain things for fear of 
offending people. That's the 
whole hypocrisy of society. When 
there's an issue like this, you've 
got to try and reach the people it\ 
going to affect and use languag.e 
people understand. So, obvi
ously, with something like AIDS 
you're going to tie yourself in 
knots if people don't like to hear 
you say the word 'prick '." 

I suggested that this had been a 
problem on Brookside. 1be prog
ramme was severely criticised in 
the early days for using bad lan
guage. How had Phil reacted to 
this? 

"Again, it's typical of the 
hypocrisy in society. I thought 
that at eight o'clock on Monday 
and Tuesday nights, the responsi
bility for what kids see on the telly 
lay in the home. People actuall 

Sheila Grant: the woman 
who's been through it all. 

stopped watching because we 
were swearing. I think the prob
lem was the Saturday afternoon 
showing. I've taken on the role of 
Mary Whitehouse now round 
here I worry if we say 'homosex
ual' ~t 5.30 on a Saturday." 

I asked ifhe ever thought they'd 
run out of interesting issues to 
tackle. 

"No. It's difficult to keep up 
with them because the script is 
written five weeks ahead. We try 
to macro issues. We talked about 
the miners' strike in retrospect. 
And with the Pope's visit, we tried 
to provide some sort of commen
tary. If we didn't, we'd have to 
film about five different episodes 
to make sure one was right. 
I left Brookside feeling I'd. only 
been allowed to see the tip of the 
iceberg but felt privileged that I'd 
seen ev~n that. The security guard 
gave me a picture of Ba~ry, pr?b~
bly the: sexiest man m Bntam 
today. . 
"We call him PLANK," he said. 
Not wishing to shatter my illu
£ions, I didn't ask why. 

Many 
Davies. 

thanks to Linda 
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Hands across the water 
Elizabeth Powers, an American student on the Edin
burgh-Pennsylvania Exchange scheme, here outlines the 
SMrprises, differences, and disappointments she encoun
tered on arriving at Edinburgh. 

The Office of International 
Programs at the University of 
Pennsylvania describes the 
Pennsylvania-Edinburgh 
Exchange . as one of its most pre
stigious and competitive 
exchanges. Because 1986 was the 
tenth anniversary of the Exchange 
programme, participants and 
alumni of the Exchange were 
invited to receptions in Philadel
phia and Edinburgh last summer 
to celebrate the "special relation
ship" that exists between Edin
burgh University and the Univer
sity of Pennsylvania. Pomp and 
circumstance aside, I was very 
excited to be selected as a member 
of the Exchange because it gave 
me an opportunity to live outside 
of the US, study at another 
school , . travel and meet new 
people . 

I had all sorts of expectations 
about spending a year in Edin
burgh, based on the experiences 
of friends who had been ii) Scot
Iand, and the stories of friends 
from Edinburgh then studying at 
Penn. People assured me that I 
wouldn 't do any work , and that 
I'd have a great time as they gave 
me lists of pubs and places to visit. 
I knew that Britain was different 
from the US, although people did 
speak English there, but for some 
reason I naively expected Edin
burgh University to be just like 
Penn, except in Scotland. 

vinced that everybody knew 
sOm!;thing that I didn 't know, and 
I felt as though I was always walk
jing down the wrong side of the 
street, wearing the wrong sorts of 
clothes. I recovered from my ini-

expected to be in a small minority , 
but wasn 't. 

To continue with the sweeping 
generalisations , Americans are 
said to be shallower and make 
more S\lperficial friendships. I had 
been told that, although it may 
take longer, the British friends 
one makes during a year abroad 
are friends for life. l can 't say yet if 
this is true but I remember think
ing during the tiring first weeks 

The two schools are similar in 
size and types of courses offered, 

Entrance to theCollege Hall, Pennsylvania. 

and I felt that the student popula- tial paranoia after being reassured 
tions would be similar as I had by a friend from home that I didn't 
heard that Edinburgh accepts stu- dress very normally by American 
dents rejected by Oxford or Cam- standards either. -
bridge, just as Penn accepts stu- Expectations about the process 
dents turned down by Harvard of meeting people were expecta
and Yale. Yet when I arrived in tions I would have done well to 
Edinburgh for Freshers' Week, I leave behind. By now it's a worn
was in for a surprise. out cliche that Americans are 

Britain is very different from friendlier and easi.er to meet than 
America. People here do speak British people. If this is true, it's 
English, but it became apparent basically a question of numbers. 
that I spoke American. Besides At Penn there are 20 Edinburgh 

12People assured me that I wouldn't do any work, as they 
gave me lists of pubs and places to visit." 

the language difference which 
branded me as a particular type of 
foreigner every time I opened my 
mouth, there also seemed to be 
subtle, almost indefinable differ
ences in the customs and culture, 
as well as the obvious ones. For 
the first few weeks I was con-

Exchange students and a very few 
other British students in an under
graduate population of 8,000. 
Here, where there are almost 
uncountably many Americans, an 
American exchange student must 
seem about as novel and exciting 
as the common cold. I had 

APPLICATIONS ARE INVITED 
FOR THE POST OF 

CONVENER 
OF BJ\NK OF SCOTLAND 

SCHOOLS DEBATING 
COMPETITION 

Forms from the EUSA Offices, Student Centre, which 
should be returned there to Mark Simpson. 

Closing date for applications: 23rd February 1987. 

that I'd be happy to settle for a few 
superficial friends . 

I found out that at Edinburgh 
University clubs and societies 
have more to do with meeting 
people and making friends than 
just adding to your CV - which 
can be the situation at home . 
Once I started going to a club and 
society events, I realised I did 
have more in common with the 
people around me than just the 
universal bonds of humanity, and 
student poverty. On one club out
ing everyone was so relaxed and 
friendly they almost seemed like 
Americans. 

At the end of a week oflearning 
about Scottish social life and cus
toms by visiting society meetings , 
parties and of course pubs, it was 
time to start thinking about 
academics - one of the reasons 
for my year in Edinburgh - or 
that's what Penn thought. I was 

GRANGE 
HAND KNITS 
We have the fullest range of 
AranHandknits in town. 

Icelandic sweaters in 18 assorted 
colours 

Sizes from 22" to 46" 
all garments are handknitted in 

100% Pure Wool 
A selection of Mohair Sweaters 

available 
Call and See Us 

you'll be delighted at our 

-Quality · Value for Money 
· Large Selection 

6 Grange Loan Newington 
Edinburgh EH9 2NR 

031-667 5846 
OPEN 9 a.m.-5.30 p.m. 

incredibly impressed by the Social Science. Thus they t 
Academic Fair held during take a greater number of 

0
:nd_ 10 

Freshers ' Week, because never and related courses. tside 
before had I been able to go to one I had been told that !her 
university building, let alone one less academic pressure at ~;as 
room and have all my questions burg_h , as well as less work in. 
answered. Registering for lee- this 1s another relative thing 1~u 1 
tures at Penn requires infinite depends upon the cla a1 
patience, stamina and a map as involved. By adopting a ce SSes 
you travel from building to build- , attitude and choosing the ~illn 
ing trying to sign up for classes you classes (no Business Studies~ 

"An American Exchange Student must seem aboiii" 
'novel and exciting as the common cold to an Edinbur~ 
undergraduate." 

must complete before graduation. Engineering) it is possible 1 
At Edinburgh one meeting with avoid the stress that Penn io 
my Director of Studies, an adviser . accused of producing. s 
who actua-lly remembered my Students here seem to hav 
name and knew something about more contact with their lecturerse 
the classes I was taking , com- even those that are world'. 
pleted my registration. I was renowned scholars . I'm not used 
pleased and amazed with this to havmg well-known historians 
apparent lack of bureaucracy and stop me in the corridor to ask how 
was afraid I'd be out of practice things are going, and latei 
for my return to Penn , but reschedule my tutorial in order 10 
attempting and succeeding in work on a production for the 
moving out of Pollock Halls was BBC. I also fin d it different lo 
enough to keep me fit. have an expert on Scottish litera. 

In comparing academic sys- ture invite me to a Christmas 
terns, I find that lectures here are party at his house or see him refil· 
like those at Penn. Some are ling wine glasses at an Arts 
good, some aren't as good and Faculty reception . 
some always seem to be too early Penn and Edinburgh have vari
in the morning. It 's hard 10 say ous and different strengths and 
whether students here are more or weaknesses that become more 
less motivated and whether they apparent in· comparison. The 
do more or less work. Students exchange programme allows stu· 
here do seem to have more in- dents to make that comparison. 
depth knowledge of particular , When 1 go 
subjects because of the different back to Penn I may not have as 
format of course selection. In gen- many expectations (they're 
era! it seems that Edinburgh stu- dangerous things) but I'll defi. 
~~------....:;.. ______ _ 

A view of the Penn. campus. 
dents specialise earlier and con- nitely see Penn from a different 
centrate more heavily on a perspective because I've seen 
specific subject. Penn students are Edinburgh. 
encouraged and required to study 
a variety of subjects within all 
three faculties: Arts , Science and 

FRESHERS' 
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WEEK 

HELPERS REQUIRED 
FOR 
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The Irish Come To Town 
On Saturday afternoo?, S~otland ~efeated ireland 16-12 in a 
hard-fought rugby u~10n mternat10nal. But it is the day out 
rather than the game itself that catches the imagination. 

"Got a spare ticket mate?" -
were the fam iliar words muttered 
by passing ho,rdes of Insh folk 
within a mlle s radrns of Mur
rayfield on Saturday. The typical 
Irish rugby fa natic is not too dif
ficult to discern admist the crowds 
of midday shoppers marching up 
and down Princes Street ... he 's 
one with the cheeky smile and the 
bleary-eyed stare, clutching a 
none-to-subtle green fl ag while 
conducting a seemingly intense 
conversation with a nearby lam
post in a series of slurs , hiccups , 
and various other oral forms of 
communication. 

very alcoholic bid to reach the 
other side, narrowly avoiding an 
argument with a fast moving 
motor vehicle. 

A taxi crawls past , with three 
heads protruding out of one mod
erately sized window, smiling and 
shouting at passing pedestrians. 
One shouts - "Have you got a 
spare ticket?" - another bellows 
- "Stop the bloody taxi and order 
a round of drinks" - while the 
other just grins; you would never 
have guessed it , but these three 
were of Irish origin, intent on 
watching a game of rugby. 

at this stage of the journey. 
Another half mile andthe stadium 
comes into full view: Little old 
men, bespectabled, toothless, and 
hunch-backed, appear from every 
corner , advertising their mer
chandise: green flags; blue flags; 
green scarfs; blue scarfs; ... and 
even green-and-blue stripped 
scarfs for the undecided, uncom
mitted , and fashion conscious 
supporters. Suddenly a youthful 
giant appears, clad in a kilt and 
wielding the dreaded bagpipes ... 
one blow on his pipes and the 
crowd scurries far and wide, leav
ing him acres of uninhatibed space 
in which to practice his unsociable 
artistic talents . 

stadium , frantically trying to gain 
admission through the blue-ticket 
turnstiles . To stop and stare for a 
minute is fatal. You immediately 
become a sitting duck , and unsus
pected , numerous bystanders fa ll 
prostrate at your feet , pleading 
for a ticket. You walk away, suf
fering from an acute bout of 
embarrassment, leaving the fallen 
bystanders desperately attempt
ing to regain their former position 
of standing on their own two feet. 
Alas , for the majority, their 
efforts are in vain. 

unfortunately had no one of such 
name. 

Scotland 16 
Ireland 12 

Rutherford 's two early drop 
kicks were followed by five sue-

Even the unini tiated could not 
fail to realise that the Irish had 
come to town fo r another festive 
encounter with "Hastings and 
company" at sun-swept , not wind
swept, Murrayfield, in this sea
son's rugby union international. 
Yet it is not the game itself that it 
is the big attraction for the 
thousands of patriotic folk who 
converge gleefully upon Mur
rayfield; rather , it is the whole 
atmosphere of the occasion which 
people come to savour, and for 
many a trip to Murrayfield in the 
rugby season is the equivalent to a 
pilgrimage to Mecca. 

Passing Haymarket was an 
ordeal. The railway station and 
nearby pubs were being used for 
pit stops, and thus many a 
member of the procession was.lost 

One reaches the gates; chaos 
reigns. Everyone with blue-tic
kets is trying to get into the red
.ticket end , while those in posses
sion of red-tickets are rumoured 
to be at . the other end of the 

SCOTTISH RUGBY UNION 

NOTICE 

One's fi rst outing to a rugby 
international is an enjoyable 
experience. The majority of the 
crowd are not connoisseurs of the 
game will promptly throw them
selves off a block of high-rise flats 
if their team loses. (Such a breed 
of supporter is commonly known 
as a soccer fa n). They have come 
to Murrayfield to be part of a nos
talgic, prestigious , social event. 

ANY PERSON 
lN>ER TtE 
Nt.UENCE 

OF 
ALCOHOL ... _., 

Once in Edinburgh , one does 
not require a large scale map and 
compass to locate the Murrayfield 
stadium on a match afternoon; 
one just follows the colourful pro
cession. It does not matter 
whether you be of Irish or Scottish 
descent: they both speak 
together: they both laugh 
together: and more commonly 
they both drink together. One 
soon becomes sucked into the 
hordes of wayfarers ambling 
along the pavement, some ventur
ing acr~ss the road in a heroic and The familiar poster greeting visitors to Murrayfield. 

The National 
Its been yet another big 

weekend for the Haries. Last 
Saturday Camperdown Park, 
Falkirk hosted the mens 
national corss country cham
pionships and Sunday saw the 
corresponding ladies fixture 
in Cowdenbeath. It goes with
out saying that on both occa
sions Edin Uni running club 

while the race for "the individual 
title was being contested by Nat 
Muir and Chris Robson (Muir 
eventually won comfortably in 39 
minutes to secure his eighth title 
with Edinburgh Southern Har
riers taking the team prize)- the 
boys from the green shell were 
doingtheir valiant bit for sport in 
Edinburgh University. 

Mike Clarke 

were ther in force. Last Thursday evening, the 
At Falkirk the best f Sports Union hi>sted an open even-

per or- ing for the Heads of Physical Edu
mance came from the Juniors cation from regional schools in the 
mens team who went desperately_ Laurie Liddel clubhouse at Peffer
dose to getting a medal before mill. . Approximately fifteen 
~tnally settling for fourth place - teachers were treated to a series of 
in the whole of Scotland that is. speeches, an impressive slide show 
These juniors ran five miles of a to music, and a bountiful supply of 
good cross country course and free refreshments. Productive dis
there were exce)lent perfor- cussions then followed, before 
mances from Ian Harkness and many of the guests adjourned to 
John Wright registering 24th and the Pleasance for a tour of the 
30th respectively. sports centre. It is hoped that such 
th In the senior race as well an event will help to forge closer 

ough the liairy teani came links between the schools and the 
through with flying colours and university. 

There will be an Intra-Mural Indoor Hockey Tournament on Sunday 
8th March from 12.30-3.30 in the Sports Hall at the Pleasance. Teams 
are to consist of 5 people (at lea,t 2 ladies) so get a team together and 
come along- for some energetic fun! Entry forms available from the · 
SPOrts Union Office, More info ftom Iain Turnbull "'"17 6118. 

Ladies 
Last Sunday, the Edin

burgh University Ladies 
Rugby Team played Oteir 
first game of the season. A lit
tle late you may think, but 
we're at least well practised. 

Against St. Andrews at Peffer
mill, the game was played hard 
and fast in good ladies rugby trad
ition · 

The weather deteriorated to a· 
mild drizzle making the condi
tions difficult and the ball very 
slippery. St Andrews scored both 
their tries in the first half using 
their athletic stand off who man
aged to run all the way round the 
Edinburgh backs to score two 
clean tries. Edinburgh came back 
to attack in the second half win
ning the majority of scrums and 
putting enough pressure on to 
force a try in the middle of the sec
ond half. The conversion just dip-
ped below the cross bar in an 
unlucky attempt to make it 8-6. 

The two teams came off 
bruised, muddy but havinggreatly 
enjoyed it . If you fancy a game -
come on friday at 2.15 Peffermill . 

Sophie Peterson 

After an hour of aimlessly 
walking around and around the 
stadium , you finally gain admis
sion to the ground through a smal
lish gate in the executives car 
park . Five minutes to kick off, 
which means that one only has to 
endure the horrendous brass band 
for another three painful minutes. 
The roar goes up as the teams 
emerge from the depths of the 
dressing rooms, and an equally 
vociferous roar is unleashed to 
celebrate the departure of the 
brass band, who march gracefully 
back to the depths of their chang
ing room. (Where they are proba
bly locked up in the hope that they 
will be forgotten until after the 
half time break). 

The actual match was a predict
ably close-fought affair, with Ire
land searching for their third con
secutive victory over the Scottish 
at Murrayfield , and already 
refreshed after their 17-0 triumph I at Lansdowne Road over a 
mediocre English team a fortnight 
ago. In contrast , this was Scot
land 's opening game of the sea
son, but it did -not take them long 
to set the scoreboard in motion .. 

Whatever the match promised , 
the appalling standard of kicking 
could never have been predicted. 
Hastings seemed intent on pulling 
and kicking every one of his pen
alty kicks to the left of the posts , 
and the Irish specialist - Kiernan 
- then seemed to catch this con
tagious Hastings disease. The 
remedy for such a disease is sim
ple . .. just give the ball to John 
Rutherford and he will produce 
one of his inch perfect drop-kicks; 
and this was the difference bet
ween the two teams in this match: 
Scotland had a stand-off called 
'John Rutherford', while Ireland 

Gavin Hastings, obviously now 
fully recovered from the mysteri
ous 'Hastings diseease' . 

cessive misses by Gavin Hastings, 
but fortunately for Scotland, they 
could afford the luxury of their 
misses and still emerge victorious 
16-12. Laidlaw and Tukalo were 
the try-scorers for scotland, reply
ing to an earlier effort by Lenihan , 
but at the end of the day every
body was a winner . 

The Irish may have sacrificed 
their pensions and dole money on 
this trip , and their team may have 
lost , but such realities are irrele
vent. The whistle sounded , Iri~h 
and Scottish alike cheered , waved 
their flags , and they promptly 
departed for the nearest alcoholic 
establishment. 

Leaving the stadium , one 
glances up at the posters concen
trated around the turnstiles , proc
laiming that no one under the 
influence of alcohol or in posses
sion of it will be admitted to the 
ground. If this had been the case, 
then the two teams would not 
have played., in front of a full 
capacity crowd .. . in fact , there 
probably wouldn't have been a 
crowd at all! 

Carl Marston 
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Badminton 
In two successive 

weekends, the club took part 
in the Scottish and British 
Universities Individual 
Championships with consid
erable success. 

Alan"Hutchie" Hutchison car
red off the gents singles cham
pionship with a composed , yet 
artistic performance , only to be 
matched by his waltzing talents at 
the presentation ceilidh. When 
interviewed about his success 
later on, he said he owed a great 
deal to an ex-player Dave Morgan 
who had "taught me all I know." 
With Dave's reputation this can 
only lead to a life of drunkenness 
and debauchery not fitting for a 
Scottish Unis winner. 

Nineteen other players travei
"led to St. Andrews but , while per
forming admirably , "5pecially off 
the court, they couldn't match the 
wee man's success. A week later a 
depleted squad, three hardy souls 
in fact , journeyed to Leeds 
through driving snow for the 
British event. 

Despite the efforts of an Uls
ter team bent on getting us 

arrested for breach of the peace, 
Wendy Nicholson brought back 
the Ladies singles trophy and 
partnered James Moore to a 
bronze medal in the mixed dou
bles. Alasdair "moneybags" 
McMaster and the aforementined 
partner were heard to comment 
"thank god she isn't allowed to 
play in the gents singles." 

A great feature of the Leeds 
event was the way all Scottish. 
Irish and Welsh players supported 
each other in matches, providing a 
little excitement in what could 

. have been a rather unsociable 
tournament . The club finishes its 
season with a match against Stirl
ing which hopefully will clinch the 
inter-universities trophy. 

On the social front a tour to Ire
land (well the captain did enjoy 
his night out with the Irish luna
tics) and the Edinburgh Mixed are 
still to come. One question 
remains: which players are ready 
with bribes (of any kind) to per
suade the captain of their right to 
colours, half blues etc. Applica
tions to the captain's secretary, 
Miss Ann Hirridan (you know lit
tle, bouncy!), play and organise 
any kind of sport Ann). 

James G. Moore 
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• "We'll hae a laugh, 
We'll eat an drink, 
We'll even hae a dram, 
For we're no here tae honour 
Rab, 
We're here tae honour Tam. " 

What is it about the name 
Burns? As if it wasn't enough 
that 18th century · Scotland 
produced Rabbie, a genius 
with the quill now virtually 
honoured every January; 
20th century Scotland now 
produces tommy - a genius 
with the football. 

The other Monday evening, 
Edi11burgh/Heriot-Wat1 Univer
sities Celtic Suvvorcers Club 
broke new ground by choosinR to 
honour tHe "f/a~~-haired Celtic 
midfield maestro with the educated 
left foot. " at their own Bums celeb
ration. Tomm _y himself was there 
- and when was the lase time that 
Burns himself was present to hear 
his own "Immortal Memory" 
toasted? Certainly 1101 at most 
Burns Suppers - where they're 
too busy readingpoetry to mice to 
wonder how Rangers stalwart 
English international defence 
managed to keep Adrian Sproll's 
name off the scoresheet ... except 
for that one solitary goal. Acc1es 
were duly toasted. 

Some hae meat an canna play, 
Like Butcher, Greig an 
Cooper 
But we hae meat, an we can 
play, 
An Tommy Burns is super." 

Other guests on the night were 
Tommy's team mate- Honorary 
President of the Supporters Club 
Brian McClair, Hugh Keevins of 
Radio Clyde and The Scotsman , 
Tom Shields of The Glasgow 
Herald and Anthony Troon , 
again of The scotsman. 

"WeU, Arthur, it was a game 
of two halves." 

--

Members of the Edinburgh/Heriot-Watt Universities Celtic Supporters Club with Tommy Burns - 'im with the ball 

The n~ar capacity crowd were ~ry .and event organsier Paul On Thursday 19th February, 
welcomed to the hallowed turf of Reilly. the Sports Union plays host at an 
the Teviot . Row Sandwich Bar The club presented McClair Open Evening for the Heads of 
(bedecked for the occasion with with a "Maurice Johnston kit" Physical Education from schools 
green and white banners) by the consisting of a bottle of bleach, Lacrosse all over the Lothians to promote 
MC for the evening - club suntan lotion and a white Porsche the University's sporting image. 
member and Treasurer of EUSA (Matchbox variety), while Brian's Four Edinburgh 1st team mem- The Open Evening is part of an 
David "designer football" Dun- room mate Tommy was also pre- bers attended the Scottish overall University drive to prom· 
can. The excellent meal consisted sented with a token of the club's National Trials at DCPE over the ote Edinburgh, and in encourag· 
of trad itional Burns fare- haggis appreciation - a football au tog- weekend. Serena Michie played ing prospective students to both 
("guitared in" in traditional man- raphed by all the club's members excellently, and was selected for participate and excel in sport, the 
ner) , neeps and tatties, bannocks (price £1.25 Woolworth's, Lot- the Scotland 'A' team and Scot- Sports Union hopes to show that 
an keppochs wi butter , macaroon hian Road). land U-21: Well done! The others student life here does not end when 
bars and spearmint chewing gum Alex Dampney, Caroline Gunn lectures finish. 
- all as listed in the "Feeshal ''Well,Rex,whereisthatcue- andRachelMcMullenalldidvery -----------
Programme". ball going .. ·• ?" well. Alex and Caroline were cho- On Sunday 22nd February at Pef· 

d fermill, a round-robin Ladies After eating, the assembled sen for the Scotland 'B' team an St 
h h. t h S rugby competition between . · fat.thful were treated to a specially The above quote as not mg ° Caroline and Rachel fort e cot- Ed 

- h · f Andrews, Dick Vet. and m· Prepared , "Well rehearsed" do with football , but t en agam land U-21. Luckily the 12 hours o .
11 

k \ 
G ah R b t burgh University teams w1 ta e tunette by a Glaswegian called neither does r am 0 er s. lacrosse proved successful! 

Charlie McBride and Club Secret- Tim Malloy ___ _:P_l_ac_e_·~~--~-..... ~'.':::::rl 

STUDENT INFORMATION SERVICE 
of Palestine have a Permanent exhibi
tion in he Mendola Centre from 16th 
Feb. to 20th Feb. Please show your con· l 
cern for deprived Palestinian children_ by 
oringing material aid to the stall dunng 

ACCOMMODATION 
AVAILABLE 

064. Single room available in three- month and bills. Ref No 090. International Week. (Mandela Centre). 
'Shared room available for two person Stockbridge flat. £25 a Single room available in five-per- Student'sclassified section isafree 

males in city centre flat. £100 per week. Ref No 084. son Newington flat. £60 per service to readers. We welcome 
R f N 065 month and bills. Ref No 080. ,, d Listings with reference num- month. e o · Single room available in Pleasance accommodation, "for sale an 

Shared room available in six-per- flat. £22 a week . Ref No 085. MISCELLANEOUS other small adverts. Adverts 
hers can be followed up by son Marchmont flat. £85 per Twosingleroomsavailableinfive- shouldbekepttoamaximumof30 
going to the Student Aecom- month . Ref No 049. person flat in South Clerk Street. Interested in China , Japan & SE Asian words and may be banded into the 
modatl·on Service at 30 1 ·i bl · f e N 089 Society? Then come along to the found· 

48 
Plea 

Singe room avat a e m our-p r- £85 each and bills . Ref o . ing meeting at Po1terrow I 9th & 20th Student office (first floor, · 
Buccwuch Place. son Sciennes flat. £88 per month. Two single rooms available in Feb, 1-2 pm . All ideas and suggestions sance) or placed in the red Stud~nt 
Vacancy for two or three people in Ref No 088. three-person flat in Marchmont. on any aspect of life and culture very collection boxes in the Te~iot 
two single or one single and one Single room available in fou r-per- 4th year students or postgraduates welcome. For moie information, see Foyer, Mandela Centre Uni~n 
shared room in Canon mills flat. son Morningside flat. £100 per preferred. £81.65 each and bills. posters in the Unions , or phone Leslie, Shop and in A&M Reid grocers in 
Final or postgraduate student pre- month and bills. Ref No 081. Ref No 050. 667 1971. Ext. 131. See You! • I the KB Centre. ~ 
f d £120 h R f N Male wanted for single room in "Peavey Studio 40" Combo .or sa e. 
erre . per mont . e o four-person Pleasance flat. £80.40 Single room available in Pleasance With distortion and reverb , brand ew. ~:1111j .;, .. ., 

7. h fl at. 4th yea r student or post- excellent condition. PLUS,qualityuitar 'JI r~ M~-
ingle room available in Blacket per month and bills. Third , fo urt graduate preferred. £80.40 and lead, microphone and stand and guitar t 
venue flat . £80 per month. Ref year or postgraduate student pre- bills. Ref No 091. (needs a1tention. only £150 ono. Tel: Student's editorial offices are a 
o 076. ferred. Ref No 083 . Male or female wanted for single Cathy 668 2845 , evenings. 48 Pleasance, first floor, P::~~ 
bared room available for two Single room available in two-per- room in Newington fl at to share Material Aid for a Kindergarten in the 558 lll7/8or667 1011 ext.44 · 

emales in three-person Polwarth son Newington flat. £100 per with one other. £107.50 per GazaStrip,isbadlyneeded. EU~ri~nds you want to get involved, _co~~ 
~a~t:. !£~80~e!K~h~~e~r~m~o~n~ili~.~R~cl~N~o-~m~o~n~t~h~a~n~d~b~i2lli~.~~-~-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-~~-~~~---~~~alongwilieEd~ori~MMUQ d 
E . . all hste /MArJWHILt .. 

,-rs~ 
1fH 

G ~CK r IV 'Hit:: Nf VJ- J-OO I< the sectton meetings, or 
below . Alternatively, phone us 
leave a message. 
EDITORIAL MEETING 
Friday; 1 pm 
MUSIC 
Wednesday ; 1 pm 
ARTS 
Thursday; 1.15 pm at 
Bannerman's pub 
FEATURES 
Wednesday; 1.15 pm 
NEWS 
Thursday, 1 pm 
FILM 
WHAT'S ON 

~~~~RAPHY, GRAJ'fflCS 
Friday; 1.30 pm 
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